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The Wadham Stringer FORD All

WELFARE COACH is built specially

for the handicapped. Travel in comfort for 12

passengers or 4 wheelchairs (or variable com-

binations between) plus a driver and attendant. A

folding lift operates at the rear of the vehicle for

easy, straightforward loading of passengers and

wheelchairs in safety. Wheelchairs are held

firmly in place by Ouicklok clamps. Inward

facing bench-type seats have armrests and are

divided into sections for combination payloads.

The vehicle has a raised roof, enabling passengers

to stand up inside. The rear doors are also raised

in height for easy access.

Please write or telephone:

WADHAM STRINGER Welfare Coach Sales Director,Wedl1am Stringer (Coach Builders) Ltd

Hambledon Road. Waterloovlllo, Portsmouth, Hams P07 70A. Tel: Watsrlnnvillezse‘l/Zsflfi
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Another Annual Conference has come and gone;

and this one was not only the best attended so far,

both in numbers of people and Homes, but seems

also to have been generally accepted as one of the

most interesting and enjoyable we have had.

We had the privilege of hearing an address from,

and having a discussion with, Mr Reg. Prentice, the

new Minister for the Disabled. All agreed that he

showed a real interest in and understanding of our

affairs and concerns; but, in line with the new

government's economic policy, the prospect he

offered was rather a "blood, sweat and tears" one. It

is obvious that, at best, local authorities will only be

able to maintain their present rate of assistance in

our work; and therefore the challenge to all our

workers and supporters to maintain and improve our

present standards and performance will be a real

one. We have met such challenges before; I am

quite confident we shall meet this one with the

usual enthusiasm, dedication and success.

At the end of the morning session I spoke in

explanation of some new proposals for the improved

operation of the Foundation. These came under two

interconnected heads. The first comprised an

improvement in the size and qualification of the

Market Mews staff. The remarkable growth both in

the quantity and variety of the Foundation's work in

recent years has put an intolerable strain on our

small and dedicated central staff, who, as many

people are often surprised to hear, only number

thirteen, of whom four are part—time. The new staff

will not be a "bureaucratic monster". it will only go

up to about twenty and the additions will include

people who are qualified in the fields of homes-

planning; training and counselling; and mental care.

I cannot emphasize too strongly that there will be no

further centralization of functions or removal of

present responsibilities from the Homes. All that we

aim at is a prompter and more efficient advice

service to everyone in the Foundation who needs it.

The second section includes some proposals to

strengthen the voice and contribution of those in

and working with the Homes. It involves proposals

for groupings and meetings on a geographical basis;

but no intervening layer of organization or

bureaucracy.

The afternoon sessions included some interested

and constructive discussion on these proposals. The

upshot of this discussion and of correspondence l

have received since was almost universal approval

of the central staff proposals; and a somewhat more
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questioning and sceptical attitude to the latter. But

at least there was general agreement that the

revised ideas were worth a try and we should learn

by experience. I could not ask for anything better.

We have no evidence that our new concept will

prove the ideal solution. But the proposals are not

set in concrete and, if all concerned give them a

genuine trial, I have no doubt that we shall finish up

with a solution that will do the most good for the

greatest number of our people.

At the end of his closing talk, the Founder told us

of his intention to take a sabbatical year after his

return in June 1980 from a long and demanding

overseas tour. He made it clear that the sole reason

for this decision was to give him the time and

mental relaxation to write one or perhaps two books

to incorporate his philosophy and ideas on matters

of interest to all of us. No—one could dispute the

lasting value of such a work and we all appreciate

the need for his decision. Its practical effect will be

that during the period concerned he will not be

available to participate in the routine affairs and

occasions of the Foundation and its Homes.

However he will of course take part in any major

event such as the International Conference we plan

for the Year of the Handicapped (1981); and we can

take comfort from the knowledge that he will be

available for any unexpected crisis or major

development in our affairs. We all wish him well in

his most important project.

aweW“
Chairman
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‘VIEWPOINT

With the Annual Conference now having been so

happily and successfully negotiated we can look

forward with perhaps greater confidence than ever

before to a period of forward—thinking, growth and

progress in the affairs of the Foundation.

Perhaps for too long an attempt to go forward

has been made without making a commensurate

effort to demonstrate to 'the powers that be' that

Cheshire Homes are places where physically and

now to a growing degree, mentally handicapped

people can be, and are being given, an opportunity

to live in a home which is theirs by right; where they

can be, and are being looked after and given the

care, the comfort, the attention and the fullest

possible independence (depending on their degree

of disability) that should be theirs just as much as it

is the right of every other citizen; for if we are honest

with ourselves Society, as we know it today, is not

geared nor is it prepared to offer such a home to

more than a minority of those who are in need of

such security and freedom.

As Mr Reg. Prentice, Ministerforthe Disabled

emphasised time and again at the Conference, more

and more reliance must be placed on voluntary

service, and while he spoke appreciatively of the

work being done under the Cheshire Foundation he

gave no hint whatever of further help or assistance

from Government sources particularly in the light of

the present grave economic climate. On the contrary

he emphasised the need for a greater effort, and

further cut—backs in spending.

Much has been written and published in The

Smile in reply to Mr S. Smith's of 'Oaklands

Cheshire Home’ original letter entitled There must

be a Better Way!’ But that ’better way' can only

come from positive action, thinking and goodwill on

all sides. Destructive and sarcastic criticism is

extremely devastating and can only be harmful, and

nothing should be allowed to break down the close

and happy relationship which has grown up and

developed over the years between Homes and

groups of supporters which is so evident in almost

every aspect of life in every Cheshire Home.

The reliance on practical and physical help with

residents that is the outstanding feature in so many

Homes, and the close relationship that exists with

such organisations as Rotary, The Lions, Round

Table, lnner Wheel, Ladies’ Circles etc., as well as

the commitment of innumerable Groups of Friends

and local Churches must be (and what is more, must

be seen to be) encouraged and welcomed. One

sometimes wonders if perhaps some of such

service, so willingly, freely and regularly given, is

taken for granted. God forbid! Yet such contacts

with the wider community are the very essence of

Cheshire Homes, not only in the U.K. but worldwide;

and this it would seem to me, is how Cheshire

Homes differ and stand apart from so many Local

Authority Homes, hospitals and (dreaded word)

institutions.

But it is not only in the field of voluntary service

that help must be sought, structural improvements,

extensions, modernisation programmes and other

such schemes are costing more and more, month by

month, and cannot be contemplated without the

resources to finance them, and individual Homes are

finding it increasingly difficult to raise the necessary

cash as they vie and compete with local and

national appeals for hospitals, and hospital

equipment particularly, as well as with schools and

other causes which are in the main the direct

responsibility of government, which at the same

time and at a single stroke in its recent welcome

reduction in the standard rate of Income Tax, cut

down the amount subscribed to Charities under the

Covenant Scheme by nearly E1 in every £10

covenanted under the former rate. But as Leonard

Cheshire himself said, let us not be despondent, we

must renew our efforts to make good our losses. It

would seem we can no longer afford to ‘hide our

light under a bushel' but must endeavour to

demonstrate the value of the work to a wider public

in the hope that they will respond to an even greater

degree than at present, in terms of finance.

With pressure of space it has not been possible to

include a full resumé of the Conference in this issue,

but we shall endeavour to include a summary of the

Honorary Treasurer’s report, the speech of General

Verandrah Singh and the summing of our Founder,

Leonard Cheshire, in our next issue.

Finally then, looking again in retrospect at the

Conference, perhaps its most worthwhile aspect

was the opportunity it gave of meeting with and

talking to people from every strata of the

Foundation from the Founder, Leonard himself,

and the Chairman, Sir Christopher who did such a

wonderful job, to the Trustees, Staff, residents and

representatives of Homes from all over the country.

it was a wonderfully well organised exercise,

which entailed a tremendous amount of hard work,

and for this, speaking as an ordinary participant and

delegate on behalf of all those who were fortunate

enough to attend, we are truly grateful.

REL.

  

  

 

  



 

 

 

REPORT OF THE

ANNUAL CONFERENCE

held on 13th October 1979

Opening the Conference, the

Chairman of the Foundation

Sir Christopher Fox/ey—Norris said:—

I do give you a most sincere and heartfelt welcome

to this conference. I know what a very considerable

burden it is for you to attend, and this particularly

applies to the residents — and it does give a

very considerable glow to us to know that you

think this conference is still worthwhile, and

indeed we do have a record attendance this

year, both in numbers of individuals and from

homes. There are now only four homes out of the

now seventy—five, which are not represented here

today, which is better than we’ve ever done before.

These conferences can only be made worth while

if you participate to the maximum extent. There are

a number of set pieces that the value derives from

the debate, and that, I am delighted to say, is an

opinion shared by the Minister for the Disabled, Mr.

Reg. Prentice, who volunteered that he would like to

speak at comparatively short length so to give you

enough time to discuss with him.

I would like to pay a very genuine tribute once

again, to everybody who has made this conference

possible. Conferences involve an enormous amount

of work upon people who are already overworked,

and people in whose normal sphere of work this

doesn’t come. A lot of people have volunteered to

do extra duties, as well as those who, like myself,

are compelled to do it by the founder.

Next year's conference, will as is traditional, be

held out of London, and we have decided to go to

Wales! The date is 11th October next year.

Success and Devel0pment

Now I will give you a very brief report on

1978/79, and as it has become almost customary

now, it is an account of success and of

development. There have been new homes opened,

particularly and most interestingly, the rate of

growth has been higher in the mental care field and

overseas, than in the more traditional homes for the

physically handicapped, but there are still a number

of homes about to be opened. We are slowing down

in the rate of our development but we are not

stopping, with four homes for the physically

handicapped in the pipeline and almost past the

point of no return.

There has also been an enormous programme of

improvements to the homes. Some are

comparatively minor, some have amounted to

almost total rebuilds, and the progress has been

most remarkable and most creditable.
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We have also made very considerable progress in

what was called 'domiciliary care' now much more

attractively called 'family support'.

No 'right' place'

Now l have heard it said that perhaps we are

overdoing this, that we ought to concentrate more

on the traditional residential homes. But I would like

just to put one thought in your mind, there is no

'right' answer to where a handicapped person

should be, because he or she is a human being, and

the factors vary with every single case. There has

been a tendency recently for the pendulum to swing

too far away from residential care, for people to say

'residential care is out of date, and that everybody

should be allowed to go on living within the society'.

The fact remains that some handicapped people

cannot live within society. Some have no families to

help, some have no homes, some feel that they do

not want to be a burden on their families, and some

families do indicate that they regard them as a

burden and we must face that fact. Not everybody is

gallant and loving and tolerant when they have a

handicapped person in their family, and we mustn't

blind our eyes to that, and furthermore, there are

quite a lot of people who prefer to be in residential

care than in their homes. So I repeat there is an

infinite variety, and what we must try and do is to be

in a position to cater with each variety, and where a

person should be in a residential home, we put them

in a residential home. Where they should be in

housing associations type of special building we try

to provide that, and where they should be left with.

theirfamilies, with assistance, we'll try and provide

that. We must have all the options open to us.

In that respect, I would like to pay particular

tribute to the Research and Forward Planning

Committee set up two years ago, chaired by Peter

Wade. A report has been produced by that

committee, which we are studying intensively, it is a

very wide sweeping report and I am sure that

benefit will derive. But it is a very big subject and it

will take a lot of sifting.

Liaison with other Charities

The other matter to which we are giving

considerably more attention is trying to improve our

liaison with other charities and with other bodies

who are interested in the same field of work that we

are. We are now the largest charity in this country

providing residential care for the handicapped. But

we have had a slight tendency in the past I think to

plough our own furrow and not to consult with other

people, and we are going to attempt to improve our

performance in that field.

Mr. Reg Prentice,

Minister for the Disabled

Sir Christopher then introduced Mr. Reg.

Prentice, the Minister for the Disabled who said:—

Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen, thank you

very much for the opportunity to be with you this

morning. This is an opportunity for me to hear from

and learn from you.



I will simply begin by saying I first learnt of the

existence of the Foundation through reading

Andrew Boyle’s book, ’No Passing Glory’. A

fascinating book, because of the study it gave of

Leonard Cheshire, in war as in peace, and of the

conception of the Cheshire Homes.

Impressed with the work

lfl may say this though, I'm deeply impressed by

the growth of the movement in the last thirty one

years, and by the numbers of very severely disabled

handicapped people, who are helped to a more

dignified existence through residence in the

Cheshire homes. impressed also by the international

aspect, you now have more homes overseas than

you have in this country. This appears to me notjust

good in itself for what happens to people who

benefit thereby. But it is in an intangible way, a

contribution to international understanding and

international peace.

Impressed by the unique character of the

Cheshire homes to the fact that they are relatively

small compared to most residential homes that

went before. Impressed by the extent to which

decisions are devolved to individual homes and

residents participate in making those decisions. To

the way that services are tailored to the way that

pe0ple need them rather than administered

according to some general blueprint.

Impressed also by the extension of your work

from the residential homes to the fields of the

Housing Association and Family Support. In all of

this it seems to me that the Foundation has been in

the lead over the last thirty one years, and remains

in the lead.

Britain's Poor Performance

As a member of the Government I should like to

say just a few words on the situation as I see it,

making some reference to what the state can do

and what the local authorities can do in the present

economic climate. No discussion of these problems

at present can take place without putting it in the

context of the economic climate. But I want to make

this simple point, that for very many years now the

governments of both parties in Britain have been

under performing. Britain's economic performance

has been poor by comparison with the performance

of other Western countries.

Fifteen years ago we were one of the most

productive, one of the most efficient countries in the

Western world. Countries that were poorer than we

were fifteen years ago, now have much higher gross

national products, much higher living standards for

the average family, in many cases twice the British

level, and therefore are doing more for the disabled,

the chronically sick, the elderly and widows in their

communities than we are doing here in Britain. And

the economic situation and the social problems

cannot and must not be divorced, it would be quite

unrealistic to assume that they could be.

Inflation must be controlled

Let me underline just one aspect; that is the

essential need to bring inflation under control,

because unless we do, everything else fails, indeed

everything else will get worse. Inflation is the enemy

of everybody, it is particularly the enemy of the

weaker members of society, and the enemy of

voluntary organisations. Therefore, we have to

create in Britain a climate of opinion which will end

the process by which we keep paying each other

bigger and bigger sums of paper money without the

national product increasing.

And so I repeat, all of us should be involved in

trying to create the climate of opinion in which we

act more sensibly in these matters.

Now let me say a word about cuts in public

expenditure. What we are setting out to do at the

present time is to stabilise public expenditure.

Public expenditure in this financial year, will in fact

be marginally higher, after allowing for inflation,

than it was last year. But our aim is to stabilise it.

It does not mean an absolute reduction in public

spending. it does mean, hopefully, that we reduce

the proportion of the national income which is

being spent publicly by central and local

government in various ways. It is too big a

proportion, it means too great a rate of public

borrowing; too high a rate of taxation; that

enterprise cannot flourish, and it means that the

nation is poorer.

Let me elaborate then on how this will affect

services to the disabled. There are in fact, no

reductions in the national benefits provided directly

by my department, and the cash benefits that

affect many groups of disabled people, will of

course, be upgraded in November.

Avoiding cuts

Local Authorities are being asked by central

government to reduce the spending plans that they

have had in the pipeline. But Ministers in DHSS

have been saying to the leaders in the local

authority world, please try as hard as you can to

avoid making cuts in the services you provide to the

chronically sick, the disabled, and the very elderly,

and l h0pe and believe that this can happen

throughout the country.

But don't let us assume that the economic

problems will go away in a few months time. Britain

is faced with along haul.

Importance of the Voluntary Sector

Now against that background, the voluntary

sector becomes even more important than it is

already. I don't say that simply in the sense that

there are gaps to be filled, and jobs to be done

which the public sector won't cope with. Even if

were were able to expand what is being done by

central and local government, there is a need for the

expansion of the voluntary sector, and the voluntary

sector has a quality that can never‘be matched by

public authorities.

There is no better example of this than your

Foundation, which has proved itself able to be less

hidebound, sometimes less orthodox, more

   

 

 

  



 

 

 

 

imaginative, more experimental, and therefore has

made a contribution that never could have been

made by the public sector. We must think in terms

of the kind of mixed economy here, in which we are

collaborating, in which we are co—operating in all

kinds of ways. The greater part of that co—operation I

think must be local, the co—operation of say — a local

Cheshire home with the local authority, a dialogue

which goes on and which is so fruitful. Neither can

do thejob without knowing what the other is doing

and co—operating.

Nationally there are examples of this. Let me

mention three that are running at the moment. The

'Fit for Work' campaign, which is trying to persuade

employers throughout the country to engage more

disabled people. CORAD the Committee on

Restriction against Disabled People, is a voluntary

committee serviced by my department, looking into

restrictions that affect disabled people, with

particular reference to access to buildings. Third

example, the 1981 year for the disabled, the

International Year, designated by the UN. The effort

in Britain will be partly a Government effort, but in

the main, it is going to be a voluntary effort, and the

National Council for Social Services are chairing the

co—ordinating committee on which many voluntary

organisations are involved, to conduct the campaign

during 1981, in which the theme is full participation.

But my main theme remains this, that the

economic progress of our country is a pre—requisite

of social advance, and equally we must use that

economic progress to make social advance in order

to provide in a further way and a more dignified

way, for those members of society who are not

getting a fair deal yet, and who have never had a fair

deal in the past, and who ought to have a better deal

in the future. (Applause)

Rateable Values

SPEAKER: Mary Biswell, of the Bedfordshire

Cheshire Home then asked the Minister with regard

to the massive increase in its rateable value as no

doubt are many Cheshire Homes in the UK, and the

effect on finances of the Rating Disabled Act 1978,

under which their rateable value will be increased

from £274 to £4,930.

May I, she said, urge you to consider the adverse

effects of the Act on services charges on our

Homes, who are ministering the needs of the

disabled, and request that those adverse effects to

be considered to be rectified by amending

legislation.

MR. PRENTICE: Yes, I think it is a very very

important point, and I certainly will look into it so far

as I can. Rating policy is not something dealt with

by my own department, but as Minister for the

Disabled it is my business to put this point of view

as forcibly as I can to my colleagues. Which I will

certainly do.

I wonder whether some sort of general

experience of Cheshire Homes might be put into a

memorandum and sent to me. The rating system is
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a mess, it is a terribly unsatisfactory way of raising

money, and the Government is committed to having

a hard look at it, with a view to trying to find some

different method of local government finance. But

any such reform of that kind will not be in this year's

legislative programme.

CHAIRMAN, replying to Mr. Prentice: At least we

can make a start in self help. May | ask

representatives of all the homes who have ,

comparable and intolerable impositions, to contact ‘

Market Mews as soon as possible, and we will then

co—ordinate a memorandum to be sent to the

Ministry, indicating the size of the problem, and we

will also liaise with other comparable charities with

residential homes, so that even more weight may be

put behind this appeal.

MR. COWMAN, of Sheffield, said: With regard to

the comment that has just been raised. As far as we

are concerned we have received a large increase in

the rateable value, but we are paying no rates. We

come under one of the Acts which makes rates free

to us, we have to pay our water rates, we have to

pay the environmental rate, but not the actual rates.

MR. PRENTICE: Group Captain Cheshire says that

discretion is operated by many authorities. But let

me know what the problem is, and I will look at it

again.

Sponsorship

MR. GAYSON, Chairman of the proposed Dorking

Home for the Mentally Handicapped: There seems

to be a wide disparity between County Councils in

the question of sponsorship. We have been told by

Surrey County Council that we will not get

sponsorship for any of our residents that we propose

to have in our home. Yet in Surrey there are the

same number of handicapped as in other counties.

Perhaps could the Minister do something about

ironing out these difficulties?

MR. PRENTICE: The answer to that has to be no,

and l dealt with the point I think to some extent in

my original remarks. I always feel so much

sympathy with the point, if you are saying that

Surrey County Council are not doing as much as

some others are doing. One feels instinctively I

think, well they jolly well ought to! But if you are

saying that the Government should take new

powers to compel local authorities to do this job in a

particular way, then the answer is no.

But the only answer I can give you, is kick up a

fuss in Surrey.

Fund Raising & Efficiency .

MR. KARE, of the Barnstaple Cheshire Home: Mr.

Chairman, could the Minister tell us please, how he

is likely to be affected by the abolition of the Area

Health Authority.

MR. PRENTICE: I can't answer that in detail, indeed

there has not yet been a formal decision that the

Area Health Authorities will go. The Royal

Commission report is still being considered in the

department. But you are quite right, the Area

Authority is likely to be the one that goes. Clearly



there will have to be liaison, this is vital, and if the

Area Authority isn't there, then it will probably have

to be with the District Authority. But there is a long

way to go yet, we will need legislation anyway, and

then again it won't be in this current year.

MR. LANGLEY, of Greenacres, Sutton Coldfield: A

circular from the DHSS says, and Mr. Prentice has

reiterated this morning, that public expenditure has

been growing at a rate we could not afford. This

means facing ever greater reliance on the voluntary

sector. It goes on to say we have to look to

voluntary organisations to increase their efforts to

raise money from voluntary sources, as well as

raising their own efficiency. We, at Greenacres, are

in the present position of trying to repay an interest

free loan of £100,000 to the Foundation for some

extensions that we have just carried out. But with all

the appeals that are being made by the hospitals

that are financed by the Government directly, we

are finding that there is less and less response to our

appeals. The administration costs in the Cheshire

Foundation I think run at two per cent — can

anything be less than that? We have to pay full VAT

on everything we buy, and so it goes on. Even

income tax is reducing the amount we are getting in

on covenanted subscriptions. The Government is

doing nothing about that for us, all that you say is to

increase our efficiency and go out to voluntary

organisations to get more money, where do we get

it from? Can you please tell us? (Applause)

MR. PRENTICE: I think that this is a very very

important contribution to the discussion.

The point was made that there is a lot of scope

for increasing efficiency in local government and

national government. Yes, I certainly take that and

agree totally with that.

Now there is a special problem, I realise this,

about voluntary funds being channelled into the

Health Service, and in a sense, of course we want

this to happen, but we realise that it is competing

with say the Cheshire Foundation and others. Also

there are new technological developments and they

are ever more expensive, and when they are

available to some people others will say well why

aren't they available to ourfamilies in our area?

Because public estimates are limited, therefore

voluntary funds are raised and I am glad they are

raised for some of these things. But l realise it does

make your problems worse. I can't answer it except

in A the promise I have already made that we are

doing everything we can to be more efficient in the

public sector. Secondly, to simply repeat what I

have already said in my original speech about

inflation. Inflation is the enemy of voluntary fund

raising.

Covenanted Subscriptions

MR. LANGLEY: Homes are having to fight tooth and

nail to get local authorities not to take some of the

voluntary contributions that we get towards the

maintenance charges, and so reduce their charge. l

think this again is most unfair and to take into

consideration the millions of hours given by way of

voluntary service. If that was paid in terms of cash it

would run into millions of pounds. That should be

taken into consideration as well.

MR. PRENTICE: Yes it is. On the second point, all l

can repeat is, I think | share totally the philosophy

behind it and I am glad that you reminded me of the

problems as it affects you. As far as the county

councils are concerned, I repeat we are trying to

persuade them not to make reductions in this area,

but for reasons I have given already, we can't

compel them.

MR. PETER HOWARD: I am one of the Foundation's

trustees, and I am involved with my colleagues

particularly with new home projects and extensions

to existing homes. You have mentioned the

necessary expansion of the private sector, you have

mentioned that we have the largest base in the

country for dealing with the disabled people. The

point I made before is the same that I am making

now, if in fact economy is the watchword, but

money of some kind has to be spent to expand the

base. You have heard about the kind of loan that

our Foundation is able to make to our homes, and

of necessity to establish a principle, these loans

are always interest free, payable over a reasonably

long term.

Could Government make money available?

If the Government would like to expand the base

on which we are already working, there is no finer

way than to make money available. It would be

money well spent.

We ought to be able to use some of our money,

and some of the Government's money, to produce a

more suitable home and maybe look after say five

per cent more people, with probably only a very

small increase in staff. This is far and away the

better way than trying to build an entirely new

home, and I wonder why it is not possible to make

say, low interest, interest free loans, or even grants

of money to put with our money so that we can

expand our bases all over the country. lf you

expanded those bases with us it would be a very

good use of your money and ours.

MR. PRENTICE: I do agree with so much of what

you have said, and I take your point that this would

be money very well spent. The choices that

Government have to make when it is allocated

public expenditure is between a number of good

purposes, which can't all be met.

Every year though there is a global sum which we

have to agree with the Treasury, and the Treasury

has to add up the total of Government expenditure.

We are‘in a situation at the moment, where the

Cabinet is going through agonising long debates on

how to reduce the public expenditure plans that it

inherited, and against that background it is virtually

impossible to put in a new bid for major extra public

expenditure. I'm not saying there is anything wrong

with your logic, but simply that it isn't likely that on

any considerable scale we could do what you are

  
 

  



 

 

 

 

  

suggesting. Not in the foreseeable future.

CHAIRMAN: I noticed what I will refer to as a

suspiration passing through the audience when the

Minister referred to the Cheshire Foundation

obtaining Government money. He was referring to

the assistance we get from the Government on the

training side.

Mobility Allowances

MR. CLUCAS: Mr. Chairman, Robin Clucas from the

Durham Cheshire Home. May I ask Mr. Prentice,

what plans the Government has with regard to the

mobility allowances? Jonathan here, spoke very

very well at one of our meetings about this and

perhaps you might care to ask him a little bit about

it?

JONATHAN: Mr. Clucas seemed to think that l have

something of value to contribute to the discussion

that we had at Murray House over the mobility

allowance. But really we are very concerned that

some of our residents don't get mobility allowance

and some do. It does cause a lot of ill feeling, and

the trouble is that instead of people putting pressure

on Government for more people to get the mobility

allowance, they are inclined to put pressure on the

people that do get it and make them feel bad about

getting it, and that shouldn't be the case. So have

you any plans for giving it to the over sixties?

MR. PRENTICE: On the last point, we are planning

to give it to the over sixties, next month. I wish I

could do better than this, but I can’t for financial

reasons. But people who are getting it at aged 65,

will then be able to continue to get it up to aged 75.

But unhappily this doesn’t mean that people aged

over 65 now can make a fresh application. But

where I can score a single I will, and i think there are

three small improvements here really, one is the

phasing in of the 50 to 65 age group. Secondly, the

increase in the mobility allowance taking place in

November from £10 to £12 a week. Thirdly, we

were able to persuade the Chancellor to take the

VAT off the price of cars which are leased to

disabled people by Motorbility. I am not saying that

any of these are major advances. They are modest

advances. I am well aware of the grievances about

some people getting mobility allowance and some

not. lnevitablyl suppose it does mean that there is

ill feeling between those who get it and those who

don't, it is a great pity. But I suppose that happens

on the borderline of all state benefits. I regard

mobility as one of the most important aspects of

this whole problem, and it is a problem we are

studying from many different angles, and I hope we

will do more in the future.

NORMAN WHlTELY, Atholl House: We have one

resident in twenty one who does not receive

mobility allowance. He is six months too old to

receive it. He is mobile in as much that he can walk

around the house and round the garden, and would

be regarded as a senior citizen. If he was living

outside in accommodation privately or at home, he

would be able to get a senior citizens pass for public
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transport and British Rail, etc. Why could this not

become a cash benefit to that senior citizen?

Because they could then use their own choice like a

taxi or ambulance, or even pay something towards

their own friends to take them out.

The other question was about people getting

work. Many residents would like to do part-time

jobs. But we are allowed to earn up to four pounds a

week. You take a job earning say £12 or more, you ,

then lose most of your benefits. There is a discret—

ionary right, which has been mentioned, but this

can be very varied and wide, and therefore so many

people are frustrated in that capacity.

MR. PR ENTICE: Yes, thank you. I keep finding

myself in the position of agreeing in principle and

then making excuses for not being able to meet the

pomt.

Whenever there is a state benefit of any kind

there is a border line. It can be a border line in terms

of age, and l quite understand the feelings. There

cannot be cash benefits of this kind without a clear

definition, therefore there's a borderline, therefore it

is very hard for people who fall just on the wrong

side of the borderline. l think these are unavoidable

problems, and they will always exist, even if we had

more generous benefits, the borderline problem

would be there inevitably.

But I do take your point that what would be such

a good thing would be if we could have a cash

allowance for all people with a severe mobility

problem, irrespective of age. The cost of it simply

rules it out, it isjust something which isn't going to

happen. I wish I could say more, l don't think I can.

GP. CAPTAIN CHESHIRE: I think we've come to the

end of question time, and I would just like to say one

or two things. One of principle and one of detail,

which happen to be contradictory one to another.

But before that, may I say on behalf of all of us, how

tremendously we appreciate the Minister coming

here. The really sincere encouragement he gave us

that I am sure did us all good, and the very frank,

open and straight way in which he’s answered all

our questions. (Applause)

Go out with Confidence

I would like to go back to one point that was

made by Roland, about competing claims for our

money, and in the background of needing to extend

the voluntary sector. I do of course, only speak for

myself, but I feel that it is up to us as a challenge at

the present moment in time in our nation's progress,

that we do everything in our power, both to become

more efficient, cut down some expenses in certain

areas if we can, and go out confidently to the public

in the hope that we can continue to raise more

money and extend ourfacilities. Because our sole

and total goal is to share with disabled people their

struggle to achieve the kind of life they want. It is

they who will suffer if we don't, and | feel sure in the

way that we have been greatly blessed in the past

with response from the public, so it will be today. If

there is an individual home that has a high loan to



repay, if we stand together those homes that are

better off, may cushion some of the impact on those

that are worse off. So I'd like our message to the

Minister to be that we will do everything in our

power to keep expanding, and to keep looking at

ourselves, and try to be more efficient.

But I have two little questions that I would like to

ask the Minister, or problems to pose him. The first

is, what happens if we have an application from a

disabled person who urgently needs to come in, but

local authority, perhaps for a good reason, won’t

finance him?

Associated with that, I want to stress one area in

which I know we can affect a substantial economy,

and that is in energy. Heat, light.

So on your behalf, on behalf of us all, thank you

Mr. Minister for what’s been a great experience to

us.

MR. PRENTICE: First of all Leonard Cheshire was

very kind to me and I repeat that this has been an

experience for me. I thank you, all of you for the

opportunity, I hope it will be the first of many

contacts.

On the specific points that he raised. With regard

to maintenance grants, I think local authorities

would be imaginative enough to see that if

economies are made, and a result of those

economies can be a greater service to the disabled,

then this is something that they must encourage

and must not be penny pinching about.

That of course applies to his first question. We

just had a letterfrom an elderly woman who is in a

sense falling between two stools, a local authority

and a voluntary home, and of course ultimately, one

or other must take people anyway and sort out the

finances afterwards. Above all I think everybody

involved in this has got to think of the individual first

and the administrative and financial questions

afterwards. May I extend my very very best wishes

to everyone who is doing the work of the Leonard

Cheshire Foundation, and may you go from strength

to strength. (Applause)

  

REG. PRENTICE

Minister for the Disabled

Mr. Reg Prentice is Member of Parliament for

Daventry. A former Labour Cabinet Minister, in

October, 1977 he resigned from the Labour Party

and joined the Conservatives.
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Grammar School at Croydon. During the second

world war he joined the Royal Artillery, was

commissioned in 1943, and served in Italy and

Austria.

   
Minister for Social Security and with special responsibility for

the Disabled. The Rt. Hon. Reginald Prentice, JP, MP.

After the war he went to the London School of

Economics, where he took a B.Sc.(Econ.) degree. He

then joined the Staff of the Transport and General

Workers' Union as assistant to the Legal Secretary,

and from 1950 was in charge of the Union's Advice

and Service Bureau.

From 1949—55 Mr. Prentice was a member of

the Croydon Borough Council. He contested the

Parliamentary general elections of 1950, 1951, and

in 1955, before being elected, in 1957, as Labour

Member of Parliament for Newham North—East.

As a back-bench Parliamentarian Mr. Prentice

took particular interest in the social services and

matters connected with defence. He is part-author

of Social Welfare and the Citizen, published in

1957. Between 1959 and 1964 he was an

Opposition front-bench spokesman on Ministry of

Labour Affairs.

In the autumn of 1964 Mr. Prentice was

appointed Minister of State, Department of

Education and Science. From April, 1966 to August.

1967 he was Minister of Public Building and Works,

being created a Privy Counsellor on receiving this

appointment; thereafter, until October, 1969, he

was Minister of Overseas Development. On the

return to office of the Labour Party in March, 1974

he was appointed Secretary of State for Education

and Science, a post which he retained until 1975

when he again became Minister of Overseas

Development. He resigned this post and from the

Cabinet in December, 1976. The announcement of

his decision to leave the Labour Party came at the

beginning of October, 1977. He is a Justice of the

Peace.

  

 
  



 
 

 

 

  

Discrimination Against

Disabled People

What has been your Experience?

In its report, "Can Disabled People Go Where You

Go?" the Silver Jubilee Committee on Improving

Access for Disabled People recommended the

setting up of a successor body to continue work on

access and to look at the question of discrimination

against disabled people, including the possible need

for legislation. This recommendation was accepted

in January by the last Government and the

Committee on Restrictions Against Disabled People

(CO RAD) was established:

"To consider the architectural and social barriers

which may result in discrimination against

disabled people and prevent them from making

full use of facilities available to the general public;

and to make recommendations."

We are now seeking views on the subject of

discrimination against disabled people, including the

possible need for legislation, so that we can report

our views to the Government. We want to get the

views of as many individual disabled people as

possible. We very much hope that every individual

disabled person who sees this invitation will

respond to it and also draw it to the attention of

others who might like to comment.

What is discrimination? it is easy to recognise but

hard to define. The most we want to offer by way of

a general definition is:

”The unjustified withholding, whether intentional

or not, of some service, facility or opportunity

from a disabled person because of that person's

disability."

We are not concerned with discrimination on other

grounds such as sex or race, nor are we concerned

with disputes over some statutory benefit or service.

Other areas we have to exclude, at this stage, are

mental illness and mental handicap. Otherwise, we

are interested in hearing about discrimination

against people with any type of disability including

those with sensory and communication disabilities.

If you respond, it would help us greatly if you

structured your comments to answer the following

questions.

1. Do you think that disabled people are

discriminated against in Britain to-day?

2 If you think they are, what forms does

discrimination take and when and where does it

happen? We would especially welcome concrete

examples.
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3. Is the problem serious? On what scale do you

think discrimination occurs? Has there been a

change in the situation, for better or worse, in the

last ten years or so in Britain?

4. Does discrimination hit some groups of disabled

people more than others? Does the type of disability

or its severity affect the issue?

5. Can you give examples of how discrimination

against disabled people has been overcome in

specific instances? How do you think discrimination

could best be overcome in general?

6. Are you yourself disabled? If you are, please

describe in what way and indicate to what extent.

Notes for Guidance for answering questions are

obtainable from the Secretary of CORAD.

We must stress that we cannot take up individual

problems or enter into disputes about statutory

benefits or services for disabled people. Nor will we

be able to reply to the letters we receive.

We need to have all comments in by 31 January,

1980 at the latest.

Notes for Guidance

1. Not all refusals of services, facilities, etc.,

amount to discrimination. Some may be justified, so

when you give instances of discrimination, you

should explain why you think the treatment was

unjustified.

2. Second, even where disability is an apparently

irrelevant — or unjustifiable — reason for

discrimination, it may become relevant because of

obstacles which for the time being are unreasonably

expensive or difficult to remove.

3. Access and discrimination are not easy to

separate but we are anxious to keep the two as

distinct as possible and to concentrate on

discrimination. We believe that where access is a

genuine reason for excluding disabled people it is

sensible to concentrate on improving access. But

access and discrimination cannot be disentangled

completely. People can shelter behind arguments

about access problems, including safety and

hygiene, and act in a discriminatory manner while

appearing to be reasonable, 9.9. as when guide dogs

are banned along with all others, or when disabled

passengers or drivers are treated as though they

were ordinary motorists. If you want to give refusals

of access as examples of discrimination, you should

try to confine yourself to cases where access

problems are being used as excuses and try to

present evidence to show that they are indeed

excuses.

4. The definition refers to withholding some facility,

or opportunity, because of a person’s disability but it

is not necessary for disability to be actually stated as

the reason. Sometimes the reference to disability

may be lightly masked, when there has been no

investigation into whether there is a real objection.



Sometimes the disguise is more subtle, and we are

interested in hearing about disguised discrimination.

But you should show there is a reasonable case for

believing that disability is in fact the real ground for

discrimination. This might be demonstrated, for

example, by showing that an initially positive

response became negative only after the fact of

disability became known, or that a disabled

candidate had better qualifications than those of the

person preferred.

5. The definition refers to both intentional and

unintentional discrimination. We are interested in

examples of both. Unintentional discrimination can

be just as damaging as the intentional type.

Examples of this are when fire, safety, or health

measures, are introduced for the general good and

are then found to restrict seriously the freedom of

movement of disabled people. Entry to a course or

profession which unnecessarily demands something

that is impossible for a disabled person is another

example of harmful discrimination of this kind.

6. The Silver Jubilee Committee mainly found

evidence of discrimination in the social field,

including for example the pub owner who refused to

serve two wheelchairbound people because he

thought they would upset other customers. Other

possible areas include the sale or letting of property

and insurance. Insurance is not an easy area in

which to prove discrimination. If you want to give

insurance as an example of discrimination you

should present evidence to show that your disability

puts you at no greater risk than anyone else. Other

possible areas of discrimination could be

membership of trades unions or professional

associations, admission to restaurants, hotels,

hospitals, stores, cinemas, or theatres, and use of

transport. Publications in any form, such as

pamphlets, posters, sign—boards or notices may be

other areas indicating or advocating discrimination

and we hope you will tell us about them all.

7. We are particularly anxious to get concrete

examples of discrimination that are fully

substantiated with evidence so photographs would

be particularly welcome. But we would also like to

hear about actions or policies you think could lead to

discrimination even though you may not be able to

point to a specific case. Moreover, as discrimination

is not easy to pin down, we would also be happy to

hear about suspected cases if you can supply at

least some circumstantial evidence to support your

view that discrimination has taken place.

Comments should be sent to: The Secretary,

Committee on Restriction Against Disabled People,

Department of Health and Social Security,

Alexander Fleming House, Elephant and Castle,

London, SE1 GBY.

_——_——
_—_———-

Housing Available for Disabled

The North East Housing Association Ltd. has for

some time been providing accommodation for

disabled persons in its new building schemes,

following comments that not enough housing was

being provided of a type suitable for occupation by

people with impaired mobility. In some cases it

provided accommodation specifically for the needs

of known people and in others provided

accommodation for the disabled on a speculative

basis, as it were. From time to time it was found

that the various bodies working with the disabled

were unable to supply sufficient nominees for

accommodation so indicating that statements about

a shortage of accommodation are general rather

than particular. This lack of ability to nominate,

applies in both the voluntary and statutory fields.

We are building two housing schemes in

Sunderland, one in Ryhope Village and the other in

Grindon where we are incorporating 17 dwellings

suitable for occupancy by the disabled.

If any readers are interested in this

accommodation they should contact Mr Jim

Rafferty who is the Housing Manager responsible

for this area and can be contacted at Ridley House,

Regent Centre, Gosforth, Newcastle upon Tyne NE3

3J E.

  

Correspondence Club for "Does He Take

Sugar?"

“Does He Take Sugar?", Radio 4's programme for

the disabled, with the BBC branch of the Citizen's

Advice Bureau is hoping to start a free

correspondence club for listeners who would like

to form friendships through the post. If you are

interested, please let them know as soon as

possible by writing to them at "Does He Take

Sugar?" BBC, London W1A 4WW.

  

Successful and Disabled Wanted

by BBC!

The BBC “Man Alive" programme wants to speak to

people who have achieved success despite physical

handicap. They should ring Jill Marshall on 01-743

1272, ext. 6243 or send telegrams or letters with

telephone numbers to: Room 2048, Kensington

House, Richmond Way, London W14.

 
  

   



  

  

“LETTERS

TO THE

EDIT0R9

Northumberland Cheshire Home,

Matfen Hall, Matfen,

Newcastle upon Tyne NE20 ORH

August 8th, 1979

Dear Sir,

l read with interest the letter from S. Smith, of the

Oaklands, Garstang, in the Spring edition of the

’Smile' and had quite a good giggle at what I

thought was a very funny article.

However, in case ‘S. Smith’ was being serious, I

will try to be serious as l answer it.

First of all, I would differ with the remark that the

general public think because the Home (though I

would suggest it ought to be spelt with a small ’h' l)

is run on its day—to—day course by someone with

experience, it is necessarily institutionalised. Surely,

if someone wants any establishment to run

smoothly and economically, the first thing they do is

to put it in the charge of someone trained to do just

that. Any business run otherwise is doomed to fail

before it gets off the ground.

To say the public use that as a reason for thinking

all physically handicapped people are also mentally

handicapped, just does not stand up to

investigation. I do not know how old S. Smith is, but

lam 61 and all my life I have had to fight against

this belief, long before Cheshire Homes were

dreamed of or disabled people were put into Homes.

if they had no-one to look after them at home, it

was The Work—House! It is up to each individual in

or out of Cheshire Homes to prove by that they are

more mentally stable than people who take such an

idiotic point of view — and, quite frankly, I do not

think letters like '8. Smith's' do very much good to

our cause!

I agree residents should have a fair say in the

running of their Home, but surely this is happening

in most Cheshire Homes, either through residents

having representatives on the Management

Committee, or a strong Residents' Committee who

have regular and full access to both the person who

has the day—to—day running of the home and all

members of the Management Committee. To

suggest that we should sack our Matrons and

Warders is simply ludicrous. To run a place of any

sort which contains 50 or more people needs

expertise which the average disabled person simply

does not have, it is just something he has not been

trained to do.
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Could we turn out all the Members of Parliament

and replace them with the first 450 people we meet

on the street? The cynic might say yes, but surely

everyone will agree that this cannot be done, yet

this is basically what '8. Smith' is saying — sack the

experts and let the job of choosing who nurses

them, cooks for them, cleans their home, etc. be left

to people who, while still having normal mentality,

just have not had the training or experience to select

people from interviews.

The best way to teach people to realise we are

ordinary, responsible people, in my view, is to show

this by co-operating fully with those running and

working in our Home, and byjoining in local affairs,

join the local clubs, W.|.’s, music societies, P.C.C.'s,

village fetes, etc. When they see disabled people

coming out to join them and not waiting for them to

join us, then we can show them what our mental

attitude is.

Tom Gair,

Chairman, Residents’ Welfare Committee, Matfen

Ha/i

Dear Editor,

May | enter into Phase 2 of the discussion "There

must be a better way". My introduction to Cheshire

Homes was unusual because, just over a year ago,

Caroline (nee Shaw), who is in charge of Dukeries

House, Retford, and I became married. I have

therefore been lucky to see Committee, Staffing and

Residents side, and meet Residents and helpers at

their homes up and down the country. My first

reaction about Cheshire Homes is the incredible

variation from one Home to another. Fortunately, i

feel Dukeries House is run nearer to the ideals than

some. Other Homes l have visited have been rather

like intensive care nursing homes, and I am sure

nowhere near the thoughts of our Founder. I think it

is extremely difficult for Residents to change any

system in a Home. After all, 90% of the population

of the nation rarely get themselves involved, and

Residents are no different. It must be very

frustrating for those who argue or discuss against

the system as they may be putting themselves into a

very vulnerable position. Whilst Management

Committees obviously have a bearing on how a

Home is run, I think the greatest influence comes

from the person in charge. At Dukeries House,

everyone is on Christian names terms. No one is

called Matron, Sister or Warden and everything is .

run in such a way as to achieve a homely

atmosphere, but everyone is very aware that

someone has to take overall responsibility.

The Residents are given freedom to run their own

lives as independently as their handicaps allow, but

as has been well stated, Residents are in the Home

because they cannot cope on their own, and a

compromise has to be met, so the Residents can

continue to enjoy the qualities of life without the

major worries of a deteriorating situation. Someone



has to look after the 90%, but would the stronger

Residents, as Mr Smith feels he is, take under their

wing the others, besides looking after their own

10%.

Because of the recent changes in staff training,

there are very few left who can advise Management

on the ideals of Cheshire Homes and the quality of

life expected. Residents are carefully assessed in

most Homes on admission. Staff are chosen and

receive instruction on care and needs of the

disabled, including the needs for Residents'

independence.

Members of Management Committees should

also, I feel, have to undertake some training or

qualification before they can sit on that Committee.

Perhaps they should complete a period of time

understanding the internal important side of the

Home, and spend some time with Foundation

Officers to know the true ideals and thoughts of the

Group Captain. Someone too, from Foundation

should attend, at least once a year, a Management

meeting, to whom other interested parties can be

invited, in order to create a better liaison between

the Home and the central Foundation. Taking my

own case, l was the local Rotary representative to

the Support Group, and had only vaguely heard of

Cheshire Homes, and for several months did not

take an active part, or know what was expected of

me, until I became personally involved. I was soon

indoctrinated in all Cheshire Homes business, and it

made me realise how little committee members

knew. As a rough guide, I would say that

Committees are made up of 25% who really know

their business, 50% like I could have been, who

know very little, never read the Smile, do not know

the Residents, and only turn up at the monthly

meetings and are then usually swayed by whoever

has the strongest views or who are the most vocal.

The other 25% are usually very hard workers, but

have no real ideas as to what a Cheshire Home is all

about, and they often regard the Home as theirs and

the Residents as a lucky bunch to be in such a good

Home.

With stronger links between Foundation,

Residents, Staff and Committees there must be a

way to eliminate the problems that have been

shown to exist, and with this approach it would

surely bring a closer unity between the Homes, and

in turn upgrade the standard of life for the individual

residents, where there will always be scope for

improvement.

John Ashworth

Retford

  

45 Carmarthen Road,

Coombe Glen, Cheltenham

16th November, 1979

Dear Sir,

The letter written by S. Smith, “There Must be a

Better Way" was certainly a controversial one.

As a volunteer helper I did not feel | should rush

in with my comments, as the views of residents

should come first.

The letter from the residents of Oaklands would

seem to deal adequately with the personal issues

involved, so wider aspects can be considered.

The main point, it seems, is one of stratification.

S. Smith would like a home without a Matron, run

by the residents.

He fails to realise that a Cheshire Home is only a

part of society, a community like many another.

Each community needs specialised services to

maintain it, like doctors, dentists, etc., and of course,

Matrons!

People in Cheshire Homes are not so different

either, they may be disabled physically, but many

people outside, by their attitudes, are more

handicapped than those in Cheshire Homes. I

suspect, that if S. Smith were able-bodied, he would

be one of them.

Of course, things can be done better than they

are, in most communities, Cheshire Homes not

excepted.

My experience of a Cheshire Home spans four

years, and I can only say that my life, and that of my

wife, has been enriched by our association with

residents and staff.

To suggest that a Cheshire Home exists for the

benefit of those who run it is sheer nonsense.

Generally, more is achieved by people working

together and talking out their problems frankly, than

by drastic application of radical theory.

If S. Smith did not write his letter with his tongue

in his cheek to provoke argument, let him join with

the other residents of Oaklands in helping to run

their home, and if their letter is any guide, they will

give him a warm welcome.

Yours sincerely,

William Gillett (Volunteer)

          

  
  

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

   

  

  

  

  
  

 

  

 

  

  

  

    

  

   

  

    

  
   

  

  
  

     

  

 



 
 

 

 

Seven Springs,

Pembury Road,

Tunbridge Wells, Kent TN2 4BN

August 13th, 1979

Dear Sir,

With reference to Mr Smith’s letter entitled ”There

must be a better way” printed in your Spring issue, I

have been requested by the Residents of Seven

Springs to reply on their behalf.

I think perhaps the best way to reply to the letter

is to say something about Seven Springs and how it

works. Residential care is provided for 32 severely

disabled men and women; our ages range from 17

to 70. We have various facilities including a Day

Centre where we welcome disabled folk from the

surrounding district, 3 hydro—therapy pool, provision

for physiotherapy, and a shop which is ably run by

one of our Residents. Two years ago we decided to

disband the Residents Committee in favour of a

general Residents meeting open to staff and

members of House Committees, etc. etc.; the

Residents electing two of our number to be our

representatives on House and Management

Committees — this position to be held for one year

only. This system was initially timed for a period of

one year, but has proved most successful. No holds

are barred at the meetings and we feel free to raise

any matters of concern. Here it must be stated that

the attitude of our sister in charge, her deputy, and

the administrator, has done much to ensure the

success of the venture. Our individuality and

independence are never challenged: in fact every

encouragement is given to us in this direction. We

have only two rules at Seven Springs — no smoking

in bedrooms or corridors, for obvious reasons, and a

requirement that notice should be given if we are

going to leave the premises. This latter rule only

applies because of the need to know who is on the

premises if the event of fire. And there is absolutely

no need to explain one's reason for departure. We

think in this system of partnership we have found

the ”better way". Seven Springs has a real family

atmosphere; in fact we are a family. Indeed Seven

Springs is not a Home, but our Home.

Yours sincerely,

Doris Manning (Miss)

(Resident’s representative)

"There Must be a Better Way"

I would like to reply to the letter in the Spring 1979

issue “There must be a better way“. it seems to me

that it is not possible within the framework of the

larger unit. It can work but only in the framework of

the small unit, say not more than six people. But is

this viable? personally I am in favour of living in the

bounds of the smaller family unit. The small unit

puts the disabled slap bang in the middle of the

community. It lends itself more to the acceptance of

the disabled into society.
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The unit must also start from scratch, that is,

people coming out of the larger home environment.

To make such a radical change to an existing home

is well nigh an impossibility. It is not fair to force

change on these people and this is just what it

would entail; after all, they are happy within their

homes as they are with imperceptible changes

which are the necessities of life.

If the small unit is viable I am in favour of it but

how could, would, or should it work? In a relaxed ,

informal atmosphere, how relaxed and informal

should it be? Each be allowed to do their own thing,

not one person to force or dictate their will upon .

another? "

The type of house required, ground floor bedroom

and living accommodation lounge and dining room

— what would the cost be to buy and to run such

accommodation? lf six people had the money to buy

and run such a venture it could become a pilot

scheme to show how it could be run, but this, as l

see it, could only work in a private set—up, ’though it

would need the backup of the Social Services to

help with some things.

Perhaps the Cheshire Foundation has such things

in the pipeline and is waiting for someone with the

incentive to start one off! Or is it perhaps a

pipedream?

Earl Finder

Mick/9y Hal/

August, 1979

Oaklands, Dimples Lane,

Garstang, Lancs.

7th October, 1979

“There Must be a Better Way"

Mr. Smith replies

Dear Sir,

I am writing in the hope that you will allow me

the opportunity to answer some of the people who

criticised my letter ‘There must be a better way’.

l should first of all like to repeat that the system I

proposed was intended to be an alternative system

of running a Community Home forthe Physically

Handicapped, and l emphasise the word 'Physically'.

Judging by some of the replies, it would appear that ..

there is some question as to whether or not a

Cheshire Home falls into this category.

Many people have referred to those residents

who are ”unable" to accept responsibility. May |

clarify once again, the responsibility I am concerned

with is the responsibility of making decisions and

not the responsibility of laying the tables, washing

the dishes or making the beds. The ”lowering of

vitality” or ”speech difficulties” referred to in Mrs.

Ridley’s letter, do not prevent a person from being

able to make a decision. Decision making is a

mental exercise and not a physical exercise!

Therefore, if a person is "unable” to make the

everyday decisions which affect his life, it can only



be because he or she is mentally impaired in some

form or other, and as such, they belong to a totally

different group of people with totally different

needs. lfthere exist in Cheshire Homes residents in

this condition, and l question the qualifications of

anyone who suggests that there does, especially

before they have been given the opportunity to

prove whether they are or not, it can only mean that

the Cheshire Foundation has changed its policy of

segregating physically and mentally handicapped

people.

The decisions I refer to would, in effect, be taken

democratically by the Residents Committee, who

would in turn be answerable to the residents as a

body, and not, as Miss Doyle seems to believe, by

me or any other individual. The Home would

therefore be run exactly how the majority of

residents living in the Home want it to be run. As far

as I am concerned, this is the only way a

Community Home can work. It may also be worth

pointing out that if I am in the minority, as people

have suggested, then I personally, would benefit

least of all from a system of this kind.

What we are left with then, or what we should be

left with, is the great majority of residents who are

“unwilling” to accept responsibility. The Residents

reaction to this idea, especially in my own Home

was, to say the least, very predictable. Their opinion

however, and the opinion of any other resident in a

Community Home is, at the present moment in

time, of no interest whatsoever.

This is not a subject for debate! People in this

country are not asked if they want the responsibility

of making decisions for themselves. It is something

which is automatically accepted when a person

reaches an age of maturity and I can see no

reason why physically handicapped people should

be treated any differently.

Besides which, the residents are at the moment

compelled to live under a nursing regime. As a result

of this, the opinions which they express, more often

than not, tend to be a reflection of the opinions held

by those in authority. Until residents are allowed to

run their own Home, it will remain impossible to say

to what extent the views which they express are

their own personal opinion, or how much they are in

fact influenced by the reactions they are likely to

receive from their Matron or Management

Committee. This in itself, shows how basic and

fundamental this particular issue is, it should also

help to explain why representation is not enough.

Unless, of course, it happens to be a Management

representative on the Residents Committee!

At this point, I feel I must comment on the article

in the previous edition by T. M. Gair, concerning the

function of a Residents Committee. I have already

stated how vital I believe a Residents Committee is

to the running of a Community Home. However, I do

feel that TM. is being a little less than naive when

he suggests that a Residents Committee, in its

present form, is capable of protecting a resident

from being intimidated by a member of the nursing

staff. In his article T. M. Gair gives us an example of

how the Chairman of the Residents Committee ran

to "mummy" to tell her that the big bad nurse was

being a bit rough on one of the residents. As a result

of this action, everyone was able to live happily ever

after. Which all goes to make a very good story. In

reality however, it is far more likely that the nurse in

question ended up "bouncing” the Chairman!

I have lived in a Cheshire Horne now, for eight

years. During that time I have served for

approximately five years as a member of the

Residents Committee including one year as the

Chairman. I have also served for two years as the

residents’ representative on the Management

Committee and also for a period as the residents’

representative on the Admissions Committee. This

experience has taught me one thing if nothing else—

a Committee without any power and without any

authority is a Committee without respect. By this I

mean that it lacks the respect of the Matron; the

Staff; the Management Committee; and more often

that not, the respect of the residents themselves.

The Residents Committee, as it stands at the

moment, is therefore a farce and as such serves no

useful purpose at all.

If Cheshire Homes want to rid themselves, once

and for all, of the fear of intimidation (and this is far

more common than actual cases of intimidation)

they must recognise that the only way to do this is

to place the Residents Committee in the position of

"the employer". Nurses are less likely to intimidate

residents if they realise that the residents

themselves are able to directly infuence their

position in the Home.

The Foundation would be foolish to write-off

these ideas as the ramblings of a frustrated

adolescent — these views are shared by many

people. Make no mistake this is the way Community

Homes for the Physically Handicapped are going to

progress and for one very good reason. Any other

direction is backwards!

S. Smith (Oaklands)
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The Day the Japanese Came to Le Court

by Barbara L/oyd Evans

On August 31st a party of 41 visitors from Japan, 8

interpreters, and a member of the Leonard Cheshire

Foundation International Office in London spent the

day at Le Court. They arrived from London in an

enormous luxury coach. We had already (by post)

divided them into eight groups, each of which had a

resident as guide. Eight rooms had been set up for

coffee, with members of staff to help. After coffee

the guides took their particular visitors round as

much of the Home as was feasible, meeting other

residents on the way. An excellent salad lunch was

laid ready on tables in the dining room, and each

group was joined for the meal by other residents

and staff helpers. This gave us an opportunity to

learn something from each other. Afterwards there

were speeches from Mr Yamada, the Director of the

Osahi NeWSpaper'Social Services Division, made

the first and Mr lwata, the Assistant Leader, who

was himself in a wheelchair. Philip Mason,

Secretary of the Residents’ Committee, spoke on

behalf of the Home, and Group Captain Cheshire

talked about his hopes for the future in the Far East.

Naturally the speeches had to be translated, either

from Japanese to English or vice versa, and finally a

short video film produced by Brian Line, was shown

in the dining room before our visitors had to leave.

The purpose of the visit to England was

specifically to see Le Court, and was the result of a

visit last December by professor Matsumoto, Dean

of the Faculty of Social Work at Sophia University,

Tokyo. He was so impressed that he publicised the

Home when he got back. The story of the package

tour deserves special mention too. In 1975 a

Japanese man in a wheelchair came to Europe on

an ordinary package tour. It was such an experience

that when he returned he wrote an article about it.

ln Japan the big newspapers have Social Services

Divisions which act in the same way as charitable

organisations have traditionally done in this country.
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The enclosed photograph shows Snowy Harding presenting a picture of

the old Le Court as it was in 7892 to Mr lwata. Group Captain Cheshire

is immediately behind Mr lwata, Mr Yamada is immediate/y behind

Snowy, and Brigadier Regan is behind the resident on Mr lwata '5 other

side (Miss Jeanette Cochran).

The Social Services Division of the Osahi

Newspaper, one of the three largest in Japan,

decided to enable other disabled people to visit

Europe. They found a suitable tourist agency, and

since 1976 5 groups of 20 disabled people and

roughly the same number of able-bodied people,

have made whistle—stop tours. So this party visited

Denmark, England, Paris (forfun) and Holland in 11

days.

The majority of disabled people in Japan are

looked after by theirfamilies. If this becomes

impossible they have to be cared for in nursing

homes or hospitals. They pay what they can afford

to, and the State takes the ultimate responsibility.

Now Group Captain Cheshire, through Miss

Katarina Thome, is starting three Cheshire Homes in

Kobi.

Our Japanese visitors, especially those who were

disabled, were fascinated by equipment such as

electrically powered wheelchairs, electric hoists,

and Possum systems. Indeed, the whole party

showed a lively interest in everything they saw, and

soon seemed at ease in spite of the language

difficulties.

An enormous amount of detailed organisation

went on beforehand to make the visit possible. We

were apprehensive about such a large number of

visitors for the whole day. But thanks to the co—

operation of administration, staff, voluntary helpers

and residents, all went extremely smoothly. We

emerged at the end tired, but with a pleasant sense

of having met a lot of friendly inquiring people from

a very different culture.



 

fireflen Howards Teak Seats for Marske

a

The Green Howards are a famous Yorkshire

regiment whose officers and men mostly come from

the area of Marske Hall, the Teesside Cheshire

Home. Early this year, while serving in Northern

lreland, its lst Battalion organised a sponsored fish-

in lasting 24 hours, to raise money for good causes

back home.

The fish—in was such a success that about £940

was raised, half of which the battalion decided to

give to Marske Hall in the form of four very

attractive teak garden seats, suitably inscribed.

The battalion band came along and gave a

concert in front of the Home when the seats were

handed over. It was a delightful occasion on a

beautiful day, enjoyed by many friends of the Home.

Five of the band had taken part in the fishing

marathon, and are shown on our picture.

Tom Stokes, treasurer of the Resident’s

Committee, is shown presenting an old print of

Marske Hall to the regimental secretary, Lieut—Col

Geoffrey Scrope, while on the right is Eric Taylor,

chairman of the Management Committee.

- Picture: Evening Gazette, Midd/esbrough

Hydon Hill’s Full Summer Programme

When Leonard Cheshire V.C. had his dream of

providing homes for the disabled I am sure he also

hoped, that as each home grew, they would be able

to provide outings for the residents. We at Hydon

Hill are very fortunate in having a 'go ahead'

Warden, and have just enjoyed five extremely

interesting outings, in which we thought you may be

interested.

On the 3rd June we went to see the full rehearsal

of Troopihg the Colour, which we were able to see

in warm sunshine. At lunch time we were wheeled

over to St. James’s Park and after our picnic under

the trees we were wheeled through the park to see

the lake and flower beds.

The,outing to the Derby was, we were told,

strictly for members of the "Not Forgotten

Association" and therefore restricted to male

residents. Female outrage at this particular piece of

chauvinism so manifested itself that Major Mitchell,

our Warden persuaded "the powers that be" to

open the meeting to both sexes and for those of us

who are not members of the NFA, it was a great

honour and privilege to have been hosted by that

body for the day.

Many of us had never ever seen the Derby before

except on TV. and to experience the excitement of

the crowds, to share the frustrations of the traffic

jams, and of "backing a loser", were new fields for

many of us.

The thrill of hearing the thud of hooves and the all

too brief flash of horses racing past our stand made

it a most memorable day, and it is rather nice to be

able to say ”we have seen the Derby".

On the following Sunday we paid a visit to

Smith’s Lawn, Windsor to see the Polo. After the

first game (won by half a point) we saw a delightful

parade of all the breeds of heavy horses pulling their

drays. The horses were groomed and be-decked

with ribbons on mane and tail and the parade

finished with a dray pulled by 8 beautifully matched

and controlled horses.

One of our weekly activities is riding in a small,

specially designed cart pulled by a pony: Princess

Anne is very interested in riding for the disabled and

our club was included in an invitation to meet her at

Ascot.

So on Monday, 11th June we were lucky to be

seated by the Royal dais and at 2.45 the helicopter

touched down right in front of us. After the Princess

was introduced to the clubs leaders, two groups of

riders gave a demonstration of now to control the

horses. After we had been lined up for the

photographers we had a race to the far end and our

afternoon was made complete by our pony just

“taking off” and leading the field all the way.

We were all presented to the Princess and given

green and white rosettes. After a very nice tea made

by voluntary escorts of the Pony Club, we watched

the helicopter take off and waved our farewell to the

Princess. I think you will agree we all had a really

'royal' week.

I cannot complete this account without

mentioning our latest visit to the Royal Tournament.

After a short tour around the stands which included

a Harrier Jet and a Helicopter we were taken by lift

to the first floor, where we had an extremely good

view of all the various displays.

These included the exciting musical ride by the

King’s troop Royal Horse Artillery; the intricate

marching of the Queen's Colour Squadron R.A.F. to

their massed bands and a most unusual display by

mounted police weaving and forming patterns with

police on motor cycles.

We now have a new ambulance, so Hydon Hill

Cheshire Home is really a home to us all, they

entertain us as well, and I think they succeed.

Peggy Broad
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Wedding Bells at 'Freshfields'

Our Management Committee agreed to send a

donation of £20, in response to your Appeal (for

which many thanks — Ed.)

On 7th July two of our residents were married,

and now live in married accommodation at

Freshfields, which includes a bed-sitting room,

kitchen and bathroom. Mr. Eric Raisbeck is a native

of North Yorkshire, and formerly lived at White

Windows Cheshire Home, before coming to

Freshfields soon after the home opened. His wife,

formerly Miss Kathleen Sperrin, lived in Southport

and was the first resident to arrive at Freshfields

when we opened on lst September 1975. The

enclosed photograph was taken at the wedding

reception held at Freshfields.

Kenmore's New Extension

Here at Kenmore, there is much activity, as we are

in the midst of having built a new extension, which

is to comprise seven single bedrooms, toilets, linen

room and last but by no means least a

Physiotherapy room, (for which we have waited

sixteen long years).

All the residents and Staff are doing what they

can to help raise money. We have had a Pottery

Party, Rummage Sale, numerous Raffles and

everything else we could think of. The highlight of

these took place on 14th August, and was a

combined wheelchair push and walk which took

place round the running track of Princess Mary

Playing Fields. All the Staffjoined together with the

majority of the Residents, as well as some voluntary

helpers, who served as extra pushers, all in Fancy

Dress. The Matron appeared as a Nurse Maid with a

very big baby (one of our Residents) in a very large

old high pram into which hejust fitted, complete

with nappy, potty, bathtime toys etc. clutching his

bottle of milk, complete with teat, which he sampled

at times whilst being pushed around the track.

All the Staff came in Fancy Dress and although it

was a bad night weatherwise, did their laps round

the track. One of our Residents who is able to walk

(with a little difficulty), completed eight laps of the

440 yard track. There were men and boys in football

gear and track suits etc. running round the track
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each pushing a Resident. Another of our Residents —

a Spastic girl who propels her chair backwards by

using her legs which is her usual way of moving

about, totally by herself, completed two full laps of

the track, which is a very long way travelling

backwards! All this was a Sponsored Event and bid

fair to make in excess of £200 at the last count.

Matron spoke on our local radio giving full details of

the event, but for it pouring with rain, there would

have been lots of spectators, as it was there were

quite a few having a good laugh. Betty Hanson

Open Day at Danybryn

On Saturday, 8th September, a most successful

Open Day was held at Danybryn Cheshire Home

near Cardiff. The event was blessed with a fine

afternoon following a morning of uncertain weather!

Fortunately the work on the new drive and car park

was sufficiently far advanced for both to be used for

the first time. A large number of people, from near

and far, turned up to patronise the stalls and ”have—

3—90” at the sideshows; meanwhile a Salvation

Army Band played an excellent musical selection.

Most important of all, many of the visitors

toured the home, talking to the residents,

purchasing their handicrafts and inspecting the

greenhouses. The VlP's (inc. the Lord Lieutenant

and several majors and council chairman who

graced the afternoon) were escorted around the

Home by members of the Management Committee

(a new innovation this). The ladies of the ”tea—

committee" worked ceaselessly to provide hundreds

of teas, and at the end of the day were left with 1

small cakell (was that careful budgeting or good

luck?) Mary Thatcher

Founder Resident of Mote House Goes

to her Rest

Mrs Margaret Cronk (Peggy) born in 1920 aged 59,

passed away in April this year. She suffered severe

physical illness bravely for many years and if it were

not for her, Mote House would not exist today.

'Peggy' as everyone knew her, always had a

welcoming smile and a kind word for those who

came in to contact with her. In 1959, she was in a

local hospital as there was nowhere else for her to

go. It was then, that she heard that Mote House, a

derelict building, was to be demolished. She started

to work on it and got in touch with the Cheshire

Foundation. The Group Captain visited her and was

pleased to follow up her ideas by looking over the

house. After much discussion and waiting, it was

finally decided that the house be used for the

purpose of caring for sick and disabled people.

So it was, in May 1961, that Mote House was

opened as a Cheshire Home with four residents,

Peggy, another female and two males. Her dream

had started to come true. In the eighteen years that

have followed, it has become the home it is now.

Peggy will long be remembered with thanks and

affection. Doris Thomas



 

Paul Hunt

We were very sorry to learn that Paul Hunt, who

was for some years a resident at Le Court and one of

the early contributors to The Cheshire Smile died

recently at the age of 42. Perhaps the greatest

tribute we can pay to his memory and to his life's

work is to reprint edited extracts from his essay

entitled 'A Critical Condition' which he included in

his book STIGMA — The Experience of Disability

which was published by Geoffrey Chapman in 1966.

Paul, who wrote this article when he was 29, had

six sisters one of whom also had muscular

dystrophy. He attended school until becoming chair-

bound when he was thirteen, and then spent four

and a half years in hospital. In 1956 he was

admitted to Le Court Cheshire Home where he

stayed for some years, and had plenty of work of

various kinds and the stimulus of a very active

community.

Paul read a lot to supplement his curtailed

education, and regularly contributed articles and

reviews to The Cheshire Smile. He was specially

interested in the social and psychological aspects of

disablement and in the study of institutional life. His

other interests included Christian theology and

philosophy, the social sciences, literature and films.

He gave as his chief relaxations, talking, reading and

sitting in the sun.

A Critical Condition

All my adult life has been spent in institutions

amongst people who, like myself, have severe and

often progressive physical disabilities. We are

paralysed and deformed, most of us in wheelchairs,

either as the result of accident or of diseases like

rheumatoid arthritis, multiple sclerosis, muscular

dystrophy, cerebral palsy and polio. So naturally this

personal experience forms a background to the

views on disability that follow.

l do not mean to exclude altogether the large

number of people who today are able to lead a more

or less normal life in the community; those with

relatively light disabilities, or with such handicaps as

defects in sight, speech or hearing, epilepsy, obesity,

heart disease, and so on. I hope that much of whatl

say will be relevant to this latter group since they

have many problems in common with us.

But apart from the obvious value of writing from

my own direct knowledge, it is also true that the

situation of 'the young chronic sick’ (as we are

officially and rather unpleasantly termed) highlights,

or rather goes to the depths of, the question of

disablement. Our ‘tragedy’ may be only the tragedy

of all sickness, pain and suffering carried to

extremes. But disabilities like ours, which often

prohibit any attempt at normal living in society,

almost force one to consider the basic issues, not

only of coping with a special handicap, but of life

itself.

Being cheerful and keeping going is scarcely

good enough when one has an illness that will end

in an early death, when one is wasting away like

some Belsen victim, maybe incontinent, dependent

on others for daily needs, probably denied marriage

and a family and forced to live out one's time in an

institution. In these circumstances the most acute

questions arise and the most radical ‘answers' are

called for.

I am not suggesting that all of us with such

devastating handicaps probe deeply into the

meaning of life, nor that we automatically gain great

wisdom or sanctity. We have our defences like

anyone else. But it does seem that our situation

tends to make us ask questions that few people ask

in the ordinary world. And it also means that to

some extent we are set apart from, or rather have a

special position within, the everyday society that

most people take it for granted they belong to.

I want to look at this special situation largely in

terms of our relations with others, our place in

society. This is essentially related to the personal

aspect of coping with disablement, which I hope it

will at the same time illumine, since the problem of

disability lies not only in the impairment of function

and its effects on us individually, but also, more

importantly, in the area of our relationship with

’normal' people. If everyone were disabled as we

are, there would be no special situation to consider.

This focus on the ways in which we are set apart

from the ordinary does not mean that l see us as

really separated from society. In fact the reverse

assumption underlies everything I write. We are

society, as much as anybody, and cannot be

considered in isolation from it.

I am aware of the danger of concentrating on the

ways in which disability makes us like each other

and unlike the normal, and thus being trapped into

the common fault of viewing people in terms of one

characteristic to the exclusion of all others. Disabled
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people suffer enough from that kind of thing already.

But whatever the differences between us, we do

have certain sets of experiences in common. In

dealing with this aSpect of our lives I have tried not

to forget two others — our uniqueness as persons

and the human nature we share with the rest of

mankind.

I think the distinguishing mark of disabled

people’s special position is that they tend to

‘challenge' in their relations with ordinary society.

This challenge takes five main forms: as

unfortunate, use/ess, different, oppressed and sick.

All these are only facets of one situation.

The first way in which we challenge others is by

being unfortunate. Severely disabled people are

generally considered to have been unlucky, to be

deprived and poor, to lead cramped lives. We do not

enjoy many of the ’goods' that people in our society

are accustomed to. The opportunity for marriage

and having children, authority at home and at work,

the chance to earn money, independence and

freedom of movement, a house and a car— these

things, and plenty more, may be denied us.

Underprivileged as we are in this sense, one point

seems to be clear. If the worth of human beings

depends on a high social status, on the possession

of wealth, on a position as parent, husband or wife —

if such things are a/I—important— then those of us

who have lost or never had them are indeed

unfortunate. Our lives must be tragically upset and

marred for ever, we must be only half alive, only half

human. And it is a fact that most of us, whatever our

explicit views, tend to act as though such ‘goods'

are essential to a fully human existence. Their

possession is seen as the key to entry into a

promised land of civilized living.

But set over against this common sense attitude

is another fact, a strange one. In my experience even

the most severely disabled people retain an

ineradicable conviction that they are still fully

human in all that is ultimately necessary. Obviously

each person can deny this, and act accordingly. Yet

even when he is most depressed, even when he

says he would be better off dead, the underlying

sense of his own worth remains.

This basic feeling for the value of the person as

such becomes fully Operational, as it were, when

those with severe disabilities live full and happy

lives in defiance of the usual expectations. An

increasing number of people do seem to overcome

their misfortunes like this, and it is they who present

the most effective challenge to society.

So if those of us who are disabled live as fully as

we can, while being completely conscious of the

tragedy of our situation — this is the possibility when

one has an alert mind — then somehow we can

communicate to others an awareness that the value

of the human person transcends his social status,

attributes and possessions or his lack of them. This

applies however much we recognize these
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'accidents’ as important, and however much we

regard the ’goods' I have mentioned as the normal

elements in a full life. What we oppose is only the

assumption that makes them absolutely

indispensible for a completely human existence.

Perhaps we can help prepare people for the

almost certain day when they themselves lose, at

least in old age, some of the advantages that are so

highly valued. But anyway, those who implicitly

believe that a man's worth depends on his good

fortune must be building their lives on rather

inadequate foundations, and they will perhaps find

contact with us a thought—provoking experience.

A second aspect of our special position in society

is that we are often useless, unable to contribute to

the economic good of the community.

As such, again we cannot help posing questions

about values, about what a person is, what he is for,

about whether this work is the ultimate criterion of

his worth, whether work in the everyday sense of

the word is the most important or the only

contribution anyone can make to society.

There is no doubt that we do put great stress on

the individual's economic contribution. Most people

are wrapped up in aworkaday, utilitarian world, and

regard anything not visibly productive as

expendable. Contemplation, philosophy, wisdom,

the liberal arts, get short shrift from the averge man.

Those who cannot work, such as the sick, aged or

unemployed, are subject to a tremendous pressure

to feel useless, or at least of less value than the

breadwinner.

Obviously we who are disabled are deeply

affected by the assumptions of our uselessness that

surround us. But it is vital that we should not accept

this devaluation of ourselves, yearning only to be

able to earn our livings and thus prove our worth.

We do not have to prove anything.

if we have a basic willingness to contribute to the

community, yet cannot do an ordinaryjob, we may

certainly contribute in less obvious ways; even, and

perhaps especially, if these seem insignificant

beside the ‘real world of work’. Our freedom from

the competitive trappings that accompany work in

our society may give us the opportunity to

demonstrate its essential elements.

At the ultimate point we may only be able to

suffer, to be passive through complete physical

inability. Just here we have a special insight to offer,

because our position gives us an extra experience of

life in the passive aspect that is one half of the

human reality. Those who lead active lives are

perhaps especially inclined to ignore man's need to

accept passivity in relation to so many forces

beyond his control. They may need reminding

sometimes of our finiteness, our feminine side in the

hands of fate or providence. We are well placed to

do thisjob at least.

The next challenging characteristic of the



disabled is that we are different, abnormal, marked

out as members of a minority group.

Normality is so often put forward as the goal for

people with special handicaps, that we have come

to accept its desirability as a dogma. But even if one

takes a common sense meaning for the word —

being like most people in our society — it is doubtful

if this is what we should really fix our sights on. For

one thing it is impossible of achievement, at certain

levels anyway. Obviously we cannot be physically

normal, are doomed to be deviants in this sense at

least. Also we must be affected psychologically by

our disabilities, and to some extent be moulded into

a distinct class by our experiences.

But more important, what kind of goal is this

elusive normality? If it does mean simply trying to

be like the majority, then it is hardly a good enough

ideal at which to aim. Whether they are physically

handicapped or not, people need something more

than this to work towards if they are to contribute

their best to society and grow to maturity.

Of course there is a certain value in our trying to

keep up with ordinary society, and relate to it; but it

is essential to define the sense in which this is a

good thing. Once more I am not rejecting in a sour-

grapes spirit the many excellent normal goals that

may be denied us— marrying, earning one's living,

and so on. What I am rejecting is society’s tendency

to set up rigid standards of what is right and proper,

to force the individual into a mould.

Those we meet cannot fail to notice our

disablement even if they turn away quickly and

avoid thinking about us aften/vards. An impaired and

deformed body is a 'difference' that hits everyone

hard at first. Inevitably it produces an instinctive

revulsion, has a disturbing effect.

Our own first reaction to this is to want to hide

ourselves in the crowd, to attempt to buy

acceptance on any terms, to agree uncritically with

whatever is the done thing. Feeling excessively self—

conscious we would like to bury ourselves in society

away from the stares of the curious, and even the

special consideration of the kindly, both of which

serve to emphasize our difference from the majority.

But this very natural impulse has to be resisted.

We must try to help people accept the fact of our

unavoidable difference from them — we can witness

to the truth that a person's dignity does not rest

even in his consciousness, and certainly that it does

not rest in his beauty, age, intelligence or colour.

Those of us with unimpaired minds but severely

disabled bodies, have a unique opportunity to show

other people not only that our big difference from

them does not lessen our worth, but also that no

difference between men, however real, unpleasant

and disturbing, does away with their right to be

treated as fully human.

We face more obviously than most the universal

problem of coming to terms with the fact of man's

individuality and loneliness. If we begin to accept

our own special peculiarity, we shall be in a position

to help others accept even their own difference from

everyone else.

The fourth challenging aspect of our situation

follows inevitably from our being different and

having minority status. Disabled people often meet

prejudice, which expresses itself in discrimination

and even oppression.

Sometimes it seems to us that we just can’t win.

Whatever we do, whether good or bad, people put it

down to our being disabled. Meeting this kind of

attitude constantly can be depressing and infinitely

wearing. You may produce the most logical and

persuasive arguments only to have them dismissed,

without even the compliment of counter-argument,

as products of your disability. The frustrating thing is

that there is no appeal against this. If you point out

what is happening you are assured it isn’t, that you

are imagining a prejudice which does not exist. And

immediately you know you are branded again as

being unrealistic and impossibly subjective. So

many people take it for granted that what you say

can be explained by a crude theory of compensation,

and therefore is of no account or self-evidently false.

And they tell themselves that you can’t really help

having these ideas, poor thing.

Of course it is not only the 'fit' who are like this. I

know I have instinctive prejudices against lots of

people; against the able—bodied to start with. It is a

basic human characteristic to fear and put up

barriers against those who are different from

ourselves. Withoutfor a momentjustifying any of its

manifestations, it seems to me just as ‘natural' to be

prejudiced against someone with a defective body

(or mind) as it is to have difficulty in accepting the

members of another racial group.

In the hospitals and Homes l have lived in one

rarely sees any physical cruelty. But I have

experienced enough of other kinds of subtly

corrupting behaviour. There are administrators and

matrons who have had people removed on slight

pretexts, who try to break up ordinary friendships if

they don’t approve of them. There are the staff who

bully those who cannot complain, who dictate what

clothes people should wear, who switch the

television off in the middle of a programme, and will

take away 'privileges' (like getting up for the day)

when they choose. Then there are visitors who

automatically assume an authority over us and

interfere without regard for our wishes.

Admittedly some of these examples are trivial,

and l have not mentioned all the excellent people

who make any sort of life possible for us. But still l

think it is true that we meet fundamentally the same

attitude which discriminates against anyone

different and shades off into oppression under the

right — or rather wrong — conditions.

in the wider community the similarity is even

clearer. Employers turn away qualified and

  

  



 

 
 

 

competent workers simply because they are

disabled. Restaurants and pubs give transparent

excuses for refusing our custom. Landladies reject

disabled lodgers. Parents and relations fight the

marriage of a cripple into their family.

It is true that we still have to solve the problem of

means and ends; of whether, or rather in what way,

we should oppose evil. But perhaps precisely

because violence and power—seeking are not really

practical possibilities for us, we are well placed to

consider other ways of achieving freedom from

injustice. However, we should be careful that our

weakness here does not become an excuse for a

sterile resignation.

One reason why we must resist prejudice,

injustice, oppression, is that they not only tend to

diminish us, but far more to diminish our oppressors.

If you try to care about people you cannot be

indifferent to what is happening to those who treat

you badly, and you have to oppose them. If this

opposition is to be by means of patience and long—

suffering, then they must be directed at the abolition

of evil or they are just forms of masochism.

As in so many instances, it is true that: ‘What we

do is a symbol of what we would do. Not only can

we do no more than to let an act substitute for a

more splendid act, but no one can do more. This is

the reconciliation.’

The last aspect of our challenge to society as

disabled people is that we are sick, suffering,

diseased, in pain.

For the able—bodied, normal world we are

representatives of many of the things they most fear

— tragedy, loss, dark and the unknown. Involuntarily

we walk — or more often sit —— in the valley of the

shadow of death. Contact with us throws up in

people's faces the fact of sickness and death in the

world. No one likes to think of such things, which in

themselves are an affront to all our aspirations and

hopes. A deformed and paralysed body attacks

everyone's sense of well-being and invincibility, so

that are inclined to avoid those who are sick or old,

shying from the disturbing reminders of unwelcome

reality.

There is a definite relation between the concepts

of health and holiness, and disabled people find that

the common assumption of good health as a

natural thing often comes over to us as an ’ought',

carries with it undertones of a moral failure on our

part. 'If only you had enough will—power. . .' is the

modern—dress version of the idea that we are

possessed by an evil spirit.

Then there are traces of a desire to externalize

evil, to find a scapegoat, in attitudes to the sick.

Sometimes people are evidently trying to reassure

themselves that they are 'saved', justified and in a

state of grace.

I have dealt briefly with five interrelated aspects

of disabled people's position as a challenge to some
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of the common values of society: as unfortunate,

useless, different, oppressed and sick.

A paradoxical law runs through the whole of the

situation I have been describing. It is that only along

the line of maximum resistance to diminishment can

we arrive at the required point for a real acceptance

of what is unalterable. We have first to acknowledge

the value of the good things of life — of prosperity,

usefulness, normality, integration with society, good

health - and be fully extended in the search for

fulfilment in ordinary human terms, before we can

begin to achieve a fruitful resignation.

Nowadays many disabled people will have

nothing to do with resignation as it used to be

understood. Thriving in a climate of increasing

public tolerance and kindness, and on a diet of

pensions and welfare, we are becoming

presumptuous.

We are challenging society to take account of us,

to listen to what we have to say, to acknowledge us

as an integral part of society itself. We do not want

ourselves, or anyone else, treated as second-class

citizens and put away out of sight and mind.

Many of us are just beginning to refuse to be put

away, to insist that we are part of life too. We are

saying that being deformed and paralysed, blind or

deaf is not a crime or in any meaningful sense of the

words a divine punishment. Illness and impairment

are facts of existence, diminishment and death are

there to be thought about and- must be taken

account of in any realistic view of the world. We are

perhaps also saying that society is itself sick if it

can’t face our sickness.

We are asking of people something that lies a lot

deeper than almsgiving. We want an extension of

the impulse that inspires this, so that it becomes a

gift of self rather than the dispensing of bounty. To

love and respect, treat as equals, people as

obviously ’inferior' as we are, requires real humility

and generosity. I believe that our demand to be

treated like this is based on a truth about human

beings which everyone needs to recognize.

The quality of the relationship the community has

with its least fortunate members is a measure of its

own health.

For the disabled person with a fair intelligence or

other gifts, perhaps the greatest temptation is to try

to use them just to escape from his disabledness, to

buy himself a place in the sun, a share in the illusory

normal world where all is light and pleasure and

happiness. Naturally we want to get away from and

forget the sickness, depression, pain, loneliness and

poverty of which we see probably more than our

share. But if we deny our special relation to the dark

in this way, we shall have ceased to recognize our

most important asset as disabled people in society—

' the uncomfortable, subversive position from which

we act as‘a living reproach to any scale of values

that puts attributes or possessions before the

person.
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Overseas

News from Bethlehem

House, Andhemi, Bombay

Students Enthusiasm Welcomed

Students from Xavier’s and Sophia's College,

continue in their cheery and joyful manner to bring

comfort to our dear inmates. With a lot of youthful

enthusiasm they organised a colourful and exciting

Independence Day programme and a picnic.

A happy event for us was the brief visit of Captain

Leonard Cheshire and his wife. The warm

encouragement and inspiration will live in the hearts

of each one of us.

We are also happy for the appointment of our Dr

W. C. Correa as Chairman of the Central Cheshire

Homes Committee of India. We wish him all the

success and blessings, and may he continue his

sincere and dedicated service.

We have also a good friend in His Reverence the

Archbishop of Bombay, Monsg. Simon Pimenta,

who visits the Home regularly. He is a personal

friend of many of our inmates and very often brings

presents for all.

Hunger Campaign from Spain — a great source of

help for the construction of a new building.

Appreciation of talents is now encouraging our

patients and many offers have been feceived for the

sale of our handicrafts, which is a source of

tremendous happiness.

Amidst all this happiness we also have sorrows,

the sad passing away of our dear Kattu, who had

been with us for the past 12 years.

In keeping with the spirit of the International Year

of the Child, we thrilled the helpers children with a

party including a high tea and games with presents

but our concern for them does not end here. Once

the monsoons are over, the Students of Xavier's and

Sophia's, will be taking them for a picnic which is

something they are enthusiastically awaiting.

An avenue of opportunities is opened for the

children, by our patients tutoring them in their

weaker subjects, and in so doing gives the Home

the atmosphere of a large and united family.

So much for the past, the Home now looks

forward to the future and extends its message of

love, goodwill and service to all.

A big THANK YOU to all our friends and

benefactors.

The Siri Wattana-Cheshire

Foundation

Blessing Ceremony for the New Bungalow

at

Bangping

On Sunday, 15th October, 1978 a blessing

ceremony was held to celebrate the opening of the

new bungalow at the Bangping home, a few miles

from Bangkok.

Following Thai Buddhist tradition nine monks

were invited to perform the ceremony. In Thailand

nine is considered an auspicious number because in

Thai the word nine is “gow” and with slightly

different spelling it can also mean "to go forward".

To begin the ceremony candles and incense were

lit and placed on a small alter in front of the image

of the Lord Buddha. A fine white cord, which had

been passed around the Buddha and around the

building to be blessed, was then passed to each

monk. The monks held this while they chanted

prayers of blessing and the senior monk blessed the

water used to sprinkle the building later.

After the prayers were finished the monks were

invited to eat. Buddhist monks eat their main meal

of the day at 11 am. and they may not eat again

after mid—day, only drink water. A special meal was

prepared by committee members for this occasion

and each dish was presented to the monks, one by

one, as a Buddhist monk may only take what is

given to him.

After the meal was finished gifts of flowers,

candles, incense and toiletries were given to each

monk. More prayers of thanks and blessings

followed and the ceremony ended with the senior

monk sprinkling the Holy water in each room of the

new bungalow and blessing it.

The bungalow was built at a cost of 360,000

baht. Many kind friends helped by contributing

water tanks and furniture.

 

 

  

  

   

  

   

   

  

  

   

  

    

   

 

  

 

   

   

   

 

   

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

   

  

  

  

 

   
 



 

 

  

The building has four large double rooms and two

smaller ones and two large bathrooms suitable for

use by residents in wheel chairs. A veranda runs

along one side and all the rooms have windows on

opposite walls permitting a cool through breeze in

the hot season.

Needless to say everyone wanted to live in the

new bungalow and it was decided to let the

residents who had been in the home the longest

have first chance. Those who were disappointed are

now eagerly awaiting news of the new house that

the Foundation hopes to be able to build, to replace

the old one, in the near future.

The Anne Harding Home,

South Africa

The Rains Didn't Come

by Maxwell Phi/lips

On Saturday evening March 17 the official handover

by the Lions to the Ann Harding Cheshire Home of

the workshop building took place. The function was

marked by a well-attended braaivleis which was

thoroughly enjoyed by about 60 people, comprising

residents, their relatives and friends.

The happy event very nearly did not take place. A

near—by storm changed direction at the last

moment. Consequently the workshop which looked

like becoming a haven from the impending deluge

played a much happier role and became a very

pOpular hostelry instead.

The braaivleis was made even more enjoyable by

the singing and guitar-playing by a group of Youth

Club members from St. Martic de Porres, Catholic

Church, Craighall Park, their music blending very

pleasantly with roast chops, chips and sausages.

During the course of the evening a draw was made

for the carpet donated to Cheshire Home.
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The happy event eventually ended under starlight

whereas it began under stormclouds and the threat

of a downpour.

Someone up above loves us.

Max Philip Dies

On the 215t May ourfriend and resident

correspondent of this Newsletter Max Philips '.

(whose last contribution is on this page) died at the

Ann Harding Cheshire Home in Randburg.

Max was one of our earliest residents and has

been most popular amongst all who met him at the

Cheshire Home since December 1976. He is

survived by his wife, two sons and three daughters,

to whom go our sincere condolences.

During his eulogy, Father Killoran said — ”that .

while Max was very proud of his 'Cheshire red

badge of courage' — he did not need the badge to

show his courage as it was self—evident to all whom

met him”. He went on to say that — “Max will be

sadly missed". We who were privileged to meet

Max at Cheshire Home can only echo his sentiment.

Hats off to London!

New Home Opens

By Margaret McLeod ’

A crowd of people gathered on Princess Avenue to

celebrate the official opening of Cheshire House in

London (Ont). On the verandah sat the residents, ..

each with a boutonniere. At centre stage stood

former Mayor Jane Bigelow, patron and supporter

of Cheshire House, who served as Master of

Ceremonies. Various dignitaries spoke briefly,

complimenting the Director and Board of Cheshire

House on their perseverance and dedication in

acquiring, renovating and establishing the first

Cheshire Home in London.



 

MATI'ERS FROM

THE MINISTRY

Most ‘Trike' Drivers could use

Production Cars

Reg Prentice calls for wide discussion

An independent report recommending the wider use

of production cars in meeting the needs of disabled

drivers has been made available for public comment

by Reg Prentice, Minister forthe Disabled.

Prepared by the Motor Industry Research

Association, the report was commissioned by the

Department of Health and Social Security and the

Department of Transport whose main conclusions

were that:— '

——The majority of disabled drivers at present using

a petrol—engined three—wheeler could drive a

production car — with some adaptation if

necessary.

— More detailed adaptations would permit many of

the rest to drive a production car.

— Only a very small number of these drivers could

not manage a production car, even with the

benefit of known or prospective adaptations.

Drivers of the much less common electric three—

wheeler would frequently be in this category

also.

— The problem of accommodation space will not be

solved by any of the specialised vehicles now

under development.

In a letter accompanying the report the Minister

reassures drivers of three—wheelers that stocks of

replacement vehicles and spare parts would mean

that it will be several years before their vehicles

need to be taken out of service.

He concluded, “The MIRA report obviously has a

considerable bearing on how best the needs of the

remaining three—wheeler drivers might be met when

eventually replacement three—wheelers are no

longer available. When the time comes, we intend

that these drivers should not be immobilised unless,

in the individual case increasing disability makes

this inevitable.”

Summarised copies of the report can be obtained

free of charge from the Dept. of Health and Social

Security, Warbreck Hill Road, Blackpool.

Mobility Allowance Further Extended

61—64 year olds may now claim Mobility

Allowance

Commencement orders to complete the phasing—in

of the Mobility Allowance in age groups were laid

on 15th August enabling men and women born on

or after 29th November, 1914 to start claiming

from 5th September, this year. Payment of the

allowance (which will be at the rate of £12.00 a

week from 14th November) will be made to this

group from 28th November, 1979. Please note that

because of the large number of claims expected

from this group there may be some delay in the

clearance of claims.

Anyone born on or after 29th November, 1914

who established eligibility for Mobility Allowance

before they reach the age of 65, may retain the

allowance to the age of 75 years.

Minister Looks at Services for the Disabled

Mr Reg Prentice, Minister with responsibility for the

Disabled has drawn attention to the growing

number of Aids centres which help the disabled to

try out the many aids available, and in so doing, help

them to manage their own lives.

Mr Prentice speaking at the opening of an

improved and extended Aids Centre at the Disabled

Living Foundation in London, said: "The

development of the Aids Centre Movement, with

about ten other centres throughout the country, has

been very much inspired by the example of the

Disabled Living Foundation.

”The work of the Foundation is an example ofjust

the sort of voluntary effort that my Department

wishes to see in that its work is directed towards

making it more possible for disabled people to

manage their own lives. This will reduce the

pressure on health services and social services

departments, a valuable commendation, in itself, but

how much more worthwhile for disabled people to

do things for themselves, not to be dependent on

others; to retain their human dignity."
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Murray Hamilton, District Director of Community

& Social Services, spoke of the future support

(financial) which would perhaps be coming from his

Ministry. Heather Marshall, Chairman of the

Cheshire Foundation, in congratulating Nancy

Skinner and Bob Loveless (Chairman and Vice—

Chairman of the London Board), was delighted with

the hope of future support from Community &

Social Services.

Nancy Skinner thanked the citizens of London,

the service clubs, her Board and the other Cheshire

Homes in Ontario for their support, their faith and

their work in achieving the realization of their

dream.

The dream is now in operation. A beautiful,

spacious, high-ceilinged home where handicapped

citizens will be recognized for their abilities, not

disabilities.

Disabilities we all have, abilites we all have — the

focus at Cheshire House is overwhelmingly positive.

Congratulations and God bless them all.

Looking back

The Cheshire seed was sown in Ontario when a

young handicapped student at the Crippled

Children's Centre said “My mum has to put me

away, because I'm getting too big for her to look

after."

In Barbara's case ”putting away” meant going to

live in an Old Age Home. She was only 16!

The Cheshire Homes family is trying to establish

homes and apartments so that all the Barbaras will

have a place to live.

Our goal is to 'put away' no more Barbaras!

Margaret McLeod

News from Saskatoon

Saskatoon’s second unit is well underway and will

house 10 residents. The Saskatchewan government

has contributed 20% of the construction costs and

agreed to pay a part of the operating costs. The

original Saskatoon home houses 8 residents.

News from Washington, D.C.

The Leonard Cheshire Foundation Inc. has served an

information centre and liaison function in the US.

since 1977.

During her recent visit, Chairman Heather

Marshall learnt that they have been offered a home

and land in Arlington, Virigina. They are presently

considering renovation costs, funding mechanisms

and solutions to problems related to the opening of

a Cheshire Home.
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News from Cheshire Homes

in Mississippi

in October, 1978 handicapped residents moved into

a converted farmhouse and a mobile home in

Lyman, Mississippi. The first Cheshire Home in the

U.S., plans to begin construction of a larger facility

this summer.

Feathers for Fishing

Flies Wanted
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The Kenya Trout and Salmon Flies Ltd. is a company

owned by the Limuru Cheshire Homes, Kenya (see

Spring 1977 issue) and it creates employment for

the disabled. The Company produces fishing flies for

sale world—wide. They are finding it increasingly

difficult to collect feathers, such as: wild duck,

pheasant, partridge or any brightly coloured

feathers. If anybody is interested in collecting

feathers for this project would they please contact

Mr F. W. Jeffery,

Kenya Trout & Salmon Flies Ltd.

P.O. Box 52242

Nairobi

KENYA



 

Marriage with a Difference

ByA Staff Correspondent

Marriage more than often stirs attention for its

pomp and grandeur. But there are marriages which

should serve as an ideal lesson for their austerity.

The marriage of Abdul Momin and Rupban of the

Cheshire Foundation Homes, Bangladesh was a

marriage with a difference, solemnised at its

premises in the city on Thursday.

There was no bargain for dowry or competition to

buy false social status throwing costly

presentations. The simple ceremony was managed

by the members of the executive body of the

Foundation.

Momin (24), of village of Kabilpur in Noakhali

district while the bride, a daughter of late Iman

Uddin, are now bound in wedlock. Momin lost his

left hand in a train accident in 1975 and since the

time of his discharge from the Dacca Medical

College Hospital he has become a member of the

Foundation. While Rupban (19) is physically

crippled and was sent to the Foundation by the

Salvation Army in the same year.

They have none to look after them and will

continue to live as members of the Cheshire

Foundation Homes till their death or as long as they

would like, said Mrs. Roushanara Rahman a

member of the Executive Committee of the

Foundation.

The Cheshire Foundation Homes, Bangladesh

was started in 1975 and run absolutely on voluntary

donations from individuals and different

organisations. There are also foreign individual

donors to the fund of the Homes.

At present, there are 42 crippled boys and girls at

the Homes, of them 18 are girls while the rest are

boys. The Home has two separate rented houses—

one for the girls and other for the boys at Banani.

When asked, one of the members of the

Executive committee of the organisation said that

any genuine orphan crippled children could be

adopted by the Homes.

There is one female permanent house keeper to

look after the comforts of the members and for

overall supervision of the affairs of the houses. The

children themselves do the rest of the jobs. There is

also recreational facilities like a T.V. set and some

musical instruments.

Mr. Justice K. M. Sobhan, a patron of the Homes

attended the wedding ceremony as chief guest.

Ack. The Daily lttefaque

Cheshire speaks on independence

for Disabled

Group Captain Leonard Cheshire, V.C., D.S.0.,

D.F.C., founder of the Cheshire Foundation, was

chosen to receive the 1978 Harding Award.

The award was presented to him by the President

of Rehabilitation international, ”for outstanding

work of immediate and future benefit to the

disabled".

In thanking the President for the award, the

Group Captain said: ”I am very much aware that

although this beautiful and very symbolic award is

being made to me personally, I am only part of a

great number of people of different nationalities and

backgrounds working together . . . | feel very

privileged to be part of that fraternity who are

contributing, researching, working and living with

the object of making life more livable for those who

have some kind of disability.

To me, the basic need of all of us, whatever our

physical state, is security. All of us need the security

of a home or something that equivalates to a home,

that's mine.

I think security must be the starting point onto

which we should build everything that we can do to

enable disabled people to achieve great

independence . .
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THE MINISTRY

 

Grave Situation Facing Social Services —

Mr. Patrick Jenkin

The Secretary of State for Social Services, Mr.

Patrick Jenkin, has warned Social Services

Departments of the difficult choices they would

have to make in the face of the coming Government

expenditure cuts. But he indicated that some of the

‘ effects could be lightened by the shifts in policy

away from residential care, and by closer co—

operation with the voluntary and private sectors.

Addressing the Residential Care Association in

Scarborough, he said:

"I come to you at a time when the Personal

Social Services are having to face very grave ,

problems indeed. While I am sure that things are not

as bad as some of the more hysterical journals seek

to make out, I would want to assure you that I am in

no doubt at all of the gravity of the situation.

"The squeeze comes at a time when there is

growing professional support for a shift in policy.

There is increasing emphasis in the social services

on preventive work, on supporting the family and

helping to keep its members together, on enabling

old or handicapped people to live independent lives

in the community . . . All of us know that there are

people in residential care who do not really need to

be there, and are only there because there is

nowhere else for them to go . . .

"lf residential care is to be regarded, as it should

be, as a genuine community resource, then we must

pay proper attention to the development of

voluntary and private sectors. . . The contribution to

residential care by the voluntary and private sectors

is large, valuable and often innovatory. Increasingly

Local Authorities are developing explicit policies of

involving the private and voluntary sectors, and will

often recognise that the most appropriate place for

a particular person may be in a private or voluntary

home, rather than in a Local Authority home.”

Government N code the Voluntary

Organisations —

Reg Prentice

Mr Reg Prentice, Minister with special responsibility

for the Disabled, has emphasised that in a period of

spending cuts the Government would have to

depend on the efforts of the voluntary sector far

more than before.
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Addressing the Royal Association for Disability

and Rehabilitation (RADAR), he said:

"For far too long public expenditure has been

growing at a rate that we could not afford. Now it is

being restrained. | make no apology for this. It

should have happened earlier. Against this sombre

background we have to mobilise all possible

alternative sources to help the most vulnerable

members of the community. This means placing

ever greater reliance on the voluntary sector. The

hard facts of public expenditure restraint mean that

we have to look to voluntary organisations to

increase their efforts to raise money from private

sources as well as raising then own efficiency, thus

enhancing theirfreedom of action and

independence."

He went on:

"There is now a greater opportunity than ever for

the public and voluntary sectors to examine

together the areas in which they are respectively

able to operate most efficiently, and to seek new

fields for co—operation to preserve services at the

highest possible level their resources will allow and

to make the best use of those resources."

On local authority support for voluntary bodies,

Mr Prentice said:

”While I very much hope that local authorities

will do all they can to maintain their grants to local

voluntary bodies it is for them to decide. It is the

duty of local voluntary organisations to demonstrate

that they are providing an essential and cost

effective service."

Volunteers in

Retirement

Are we taking full advantage of what

they have to offer?

Society must not treat the country's retired

population as second—class citizens who can no *

longer contribute usefully to the world around us,

Sir George Young, Parliamentary Under Secretary of

State (Health and Social Services), said recently at a

meeting of The Pre—Retirement Association in

London.

“During the next decade there would be about

seven million retired men and women aged 65 years

and over— these people have a vital role as

members of families as well as playing an

important part in the wider community, and were

particularly active and valuable members of the

community.



"There is a growing and important role for

volunteer help in all sorts of areas and many newly

retired persons could find it rewarding to be more

involved in community activities aimed at helping

others. Greater participation by them in voluntary

activity in the community could benefit older and

housebound people particuarly those with special

needs and disabled people.

"Very often volunteers may be more readily

accepted and less intrusive to people than State or

bureaucratic help. They can be flexible and

adaptable to needs which someone working within

a more formal framework cannot.

"Health and social services are traditionally

important areas for volunteers and this is a role

which the Government is seeking to enhance. We

believe there is a need for closer partnership

between statutory and voluntary services. There

should be more opportunities in future for retired

people to play a part in the care of the

disadvantaged. We should not neglect the

organisational and business abilities often

possessed by retired persons.

”The more people are seen to be enjoying

fulfilling and fruitful retirement, the better will be the

public image of this phase of life. We must get away

from the idea that people must be economically

active to make a contribution to society."

Sport — The Disabled Have a Right to Take

Part, says Reg Prentice

"Disabled people have a desire, indeed a right, to

participate fully, as others do, in the sport and

recreational life of the nation," said Reg Prentice,

Minister for the Disabled, in a statement today,

marking the opening of the Third International

Conference on Riding for the Disabled at Warwick

University.

"It is a considerable tribute to the British Riding

for the Disabled Association that it has been asked

to host the Third International Conference on Riding

for the Disabled.

"The Association and its members can rightly

pride themselves on the work they do. Disabled

people have a desire, indeed a right, to participate

fully, as others do, in the sport and recreational life

of the nation. The B.R.D.A. give a splendid

opportunity to do so in providing the chance to ride

and in doing so have brought happiness to so many

disabled people, both young and old. l was delighted

to learn that the Association has formed a further 41

groups this year. May they continue to prosper."

Will To Live

Hugh Franks

With a Foreword by Sir RichardAttenborough,

C.B.E., President of the Muscular Dystrophy Group

of Great Britain

This is the story of Robby, who at the age of six was

diagnosed as suffering from Duchenne muscular

dystrophy, a disease for which there is no known

cure. It is a testament to human willpower and to

the dedication, love, and moral courage of his

family. Now twenty years old, Robby is studying for

his A levels and is an active and vociferous

supporter of Brighton & Hove Albion F.C. This

compassionate and compelling book is an inspiring

example of the strength and courage of Robby’s will

— the will to live.

Sir Richard Attenborough writes in the foreword:

"Nothing sure/y could be more frightening for a

parent than to be told that your child will slowly

wither before your impotent gaze and fail to

survive his teens? You, I, any mother or father

could surely be forgiven for despairing totally in

the face ofsuch a cruel prognosis.

Hugh Frank's stepson, Robby, was six years old

when the Duchenne type muscular dystrophy

was diagnosised.

This devastatingly honest account of the

subsequent fourteen years in Robby’s life is not

a depressing tragedy but a triumphant

testament to human willpower and love. Robby

and his family do not despair neither do they

ever accept death as inevitable. Instead they

fight muscular dystrophy with every weapon

they can muster. What shines so unexpected/y

from this narrative is the element of suspense

and adventure as Hugh, Hobby and his mother,

Judith battle for time. Each week, month or year

they manage to keep the disease at bay, means

that scientific researchers all over the world are

closer to unlocking the mysteries of muscular

dystrophy.

One day there will be a breakthrough. Hugh

Franks and thousands like him live for that

moment which, I am sure, must come. This book

is about what happens, meanwhile, about the

quality of life for those who wait. "

Published by Routledge & Kegan Paul, 39 Store

Street, London WC1 E 7DD. Price: £4.95
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How to Exercise Without

Leaving Your Chair

Joe McMahon of Rathfredagh

Points the Way

ByJimmy Wou/fe

A device which will enable disabled people exercise

in their wheelchairs has been patented by a resident

of Rathfredagh Cheshire Home.

Thirty-year—old Mr. Joe McMahon, a native of

Kilmihill, Co. Clare, who has been confined to a

wheelchair for the past nine years, feels his

invention will be of immense benefit to many

disabled people.

"I think that when people first get a disease like

multiple sclerosis they have fairly good use of the

[if seer 1

All his own work: Joe McMahon exercises on his

invention. Picture Dermot Lynch.
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legs, but it is the constant sitting down that causes A

them to reduce the use of the legs," said Mr.

McMahon.

Rotatin9

His exercise machine was made from the parts of

two bicycles. He can fit it to this wheelchair and by

rotating the hand grips he can get his legs exercised

by gripping them to pedals which are attached to

the hand lever by a bicycle chain. 1

“I designed it from an idea that I had. Then I went

into the iron and steel works at Newcastle West and

showed them my design. Then every Tuesday I

spent a few hours there as they built it."

As it was made from two old bikes, it cost i

very little. ‘

"The two men in the iron works, Mick Copse and

Arthur O'Connor, did the welding work free and they

were very good. I was very pleased with the end

result," said Joe.

He exercises with the aid of the device for an

hour every day.

”I haven't got it very long, but I hope it will keep

my legs circulating and I also hope that it will

strengthen me a bit. This is the first exercise that l

have been able to do since l was confined to a

wheelchair.” - ,

*
v

Time

It takes about ten minutes to attach the exercise

machine to the wheelchair, but Joe explained that it

can also be attached to an ordinary chair.

Joe now hopes that his design will be taken up l

on a commercial basis and he has contacted

Shannon Development and Coras Trachtala.

"I am very encouraged by the interest shown in it

and I am hopeful of getting various people “

interested in it to have it made on a commercial

basis,” added Joe.

Ack. The Limerick Leader



Disabled

Living

Foundation
" Ill

Information Service

The Leonard Cheshire Foundation pays a bulk

annual subscription to the Disabled Living

Foundation's Information Service — which covers

receipt of bi—monthly information bulletins by "The

Secretary" of every Cheshire Home in England &

Wales, and use of our enquiry service — by

telephone or letter — by anyone who needs

information to help with a particular enquiry.

The bulletins are sent in the form of sets of

papers fronted by a blue general information sheet,

and each issue contains 3 or 4 information lists

giving details of aids and equipment with the

addresses of manufacturers and major suppliers.

Each of the lists are updated and re—issued once a

year, and each cover a different type of equipment—

we hope you find them helpful as a general

reference to the range of aids available and the

companies making them.

The DLF’s Information Officers are also pleased

to answer individual enquiries by letter or telephone,

and we hope that anyone looking for detailed

information about a particular aid, or anyone who

has a query which cannot be fully answered by

consulting our published information, will not

hesitate to contact us.

The information we hold is available to all staff

and residents in Cheshire Homes, and if you would

like further details of our work, or if you have a

particular enquiry, you can contact us at:

The Disabled Living Foundation,

Information Service,

346 Kensington High St., London W14 8N8.

Tel: 01—602 2491

We are also pleased to help with enquiries from

people overseas, and enquirers in Scotland,

Northern Ireland and the Republic of Ireland can be

referred to similar Services in Edinburgh, Belfast,

and Dublin.

"Footwear — What to Get and Where to Get

It" Second Edition — by Margery Thornton, C.B.E.,

J.P., M.A.*

The first edition of "Footwear — What to Get and

Where to Get It" showed very clearly the need for a

source of advice on buying suitable well fitting and

comfortable shoes.

Not only do uncomfortable shoes reduce the ease

of life but they also can be a hindrance to

employment and social life.

The Disabled Living Foundation has found that

shoes cause more problems than any other type of

clothing, but professional staff and the wearer of the

shoes were often unable to obtain information on

sources of supply of suitable footwear and in

connection with ideas of what could be done. The

response to the first edition of the Footwear

Directory shows how true this is.

Mrs. Thornton, the Clothing Adviser to the DLF,

receives many enquiries about these problems. The

second edition brings the information in the

Directory up to date and considerably expands

details about what is available.

This information will be useful to doctors, nurses,

Chiropodists, occupational therapists,

physiotherapists and families and friends who have

to cope with footwear difficulties. Elderly people

must have satisfactory shoes so that they keep

mobile, while disabled people with problem feet will

find that satisfactory footwear will prevent their

disability from turning into a handicap.

*“ Footwear — What to Get and Where to Get

It" by Margery Thornton, C.B.E., J.P., MA.,

Clothing Adviser, Disabled Living Foundation, 346

Kensington High Street, London, W14 8N8. Price

E 1.00.

Deaths

CANN HOUSE

Court, Ivy, aged 67. Died 31.8.79, a resident at

Cann House since 6th November 1970.

TEESSIDE CHESHIRE HOME

Reid, Lilian, died 30th August 1979, a resident at

Marske Hall January, 1977.

COTSWOLD CHESHIRE HOME

Ted Beale, died 11th April 1979, aged 46 years.

Marjorie Arnold, died 21st April 1979. aged 40

years.

Peter Graham, died 6th August 1979, aged 56

years.

Robert Morrison, died 13th August 1979.

 

   



 

  

By Jumbulance to Rome

Bob Hughes receives the Pope's Blessing

Bob Hughes of the Cotswold Cheshire Home,

Cheltenham, was privileged to join the trip to

Rome organised by Across Trust, 359, led by Norah

Jolliffe who really excelled in her tasks. We found

Father Peter a most excellent and understanding

Priest who, like the other helpers, spared no energy

in contributing to the success of the Pilgrimage...

we appreciated so much the daily Celebration of the

Eucharist.

This Pilgrimage, lasting ten days was a

memorable experience. There were ten severely

handicapped people accompanied by helpers,

including a Doctor, a Priest and qualified nurses, all

of whom gave their services voluntarily.

On May 16th we left Folkestone and l awoke to

find our coach party passing through the

picturesque Black Forest, soon we crossed the

frontier and reached Innsbruck. From this delightful

town with its charming Baroque style buildings, we

climbed up by cable—car into the Tyrolean Alps, but

had never before appreciated their grandeur, or

realised that so much snow remained in summer!

Travelling overnight we reached Rome on the

Saturday morning, and spent the afternoon

shopping. On Sunday morning we attended a

special Polish Mass.

l was lying on a tubular stretcher with the head-

piece raised, on which I travelled in the Jumbulance.

The Papal Procession with eight Bishops, ascended

the steps to the Altar in St Peter's Basilica, when,

dramatically, His Holiness turned and faced us with

outstretched arms and came over to greet and Bless

us.

On the Wednesday we again had an Audience

with the Pope when a friend introduced me, telling

him that I loved God. He bent down caressing my

cheek and saying, ’God loves you too'. When the

Mass was ended he came to us again, blessing us

individually, making the sign of the Cross on each of

our foreheads.

We went to various places of interest in Rome

and the Pope gave us special permission to use his

garden for our passage to the Vatican Library and

the beautiful painted ceiling of the Sistine Chapel . ..

in my position I had the best view of all! On another

occasion we visited the Church of St Paul ”out—side—

the-walls", this is a truly wonderful edifice, which

contains the reliquary of St Paul. We also saw the

Colosseum which was a moving spectacle as the

early Christians were martyred there.

On our last evening in Switzerland we had a

wonderful time together and the songs ranged from

pop to the old familiar music hall songs.
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His Holiness Pope John Paul ll in the act ofg/‘vlng a

personal blessing to Bob Hughes at the Mass at

St Peter’s Basilica, Home.

On the return journey we saw the Alps bathed in

golden sunlight, and made our way home through

France and boarded the carferry at Dunkirk. Back in

England we had Holy Communion on the roadside

near Dover before dispersing to our various

destinations from London.

I went to Rome as a Pilgrim and tried to attain

higher standards in my living. I have already had

letters of friendship from people on the party which I

shall always cherish.

My gratitude to those who made the trip possible

for me is unbounded, I will carry, for the rest of my

life, profound memories ofjoyful fellowship and

sincere devotion. I shall always be grateful to our

local MS Society, who kindly sponsored me.

We handicapped people are so very grateful to

the many innovations that Jack Ashley M.P. did for

us during his tenure of office, and we can thank the

gentleman and his daughter who started the Across

Trust which is now continued by the Cantinians. The

address of the Across Trust is Crown House,

Morden, Surrey, who will I'm sure, be grateful for

donations and will send information to anyone

interested.

Bob Hughes



CARE

by Earl Pinder of Mick/9y Hall

What is this world, this world of Cheshire Home

Care? A world of service and love and joy and

sorrow. Many give the whole of their lives to it,

others give a part of their lives. The reason people

leave the service are so many. The three basic ones

as | see it are — money, disillusionment, and whatl

consider the best reason of all, that is to enter the

wider field of nursing. Working in the Cheshire

Homes gives the younger element the call to go on

from being attendants and orderlies to get nursing

qualifications. It is a sad fact of life that the

monetary value has to enter the arena of life. We

cannot exist without it. It makes people seem so

mercenary, but there it is — each has to live and to

get the best possible standard of living that they can

for themselves.

It is such a heartache to see such good people

leaving the service on account of money. On the

factory floor something is manufactured and sold for

a handsome profit, money is more easily had from

that field. From the care field nothing is produced,

nothing concrete comes out at the end of it all. But

how do you measure pulsating humanity with

inanimate objects? It seems more attention is paid

to the material trappings of life rather than to

humanity. Material things are essential only in so far

as they serve the needs of the people, the priority is

all wrong.

Disillusionment with the care service is so easy

with people who enter wearing rose coloured

spectacles, they see it as a beautiful way of helping

the so—called unfortunates of this life. But they find

the work unrewarding and distasteful. Others after a

life time of hard work in the service look back on

their time and feel that they have achieved so very

little. I am sure that if they look hard enough they

will find that they have achieved such a lot, granted

there would have been times when their tasks

would have been thankless yet they never get any

thanks — a load of abuse is more than likely.

Of what does care consist? Serving the needs of

sick and disabled people how great and varied this

need is. Only those that do this kind of work and

those they do the work for, understand how hard

and difficult this work is. There must be times when

they feel “Hell, is it worth it, looking after this

ungrateful lot! They are impatient, complaining, never

satisfied and they thank us grudgingly." To all this I

would say “It is worth it!” Much of this impatience

is caused through nervousness and fear of

something not being done. As for complaining and

never being satisfied much of this could be caused

through the nature of their complaints. A point here

— we haven't the right to complain, after all it is not

the fault of the staff. They do their bit, it’s our place

to do ours, which is to accept as well as we are able,

to do the best we can in spite of everything, it isn't

easy to do, but if we can do it, it would be so

worthwhile and make the life of the staff all that

much easier.

it seems to me that some of the staff become too

concerned about the people in their charge, and to

you I would say — "Do what you can while you are

with us, make us comfortable as possible, do all you

can. After all you cannot live for us, this we have to

do for ourselves. We do not wish to impinge and

spill over into your private lives. You do us,

yourselves or anyone else no good at all." It is

natural that one can be concerned about others

when they are ill or perhaps if their charges get

despondent and depressed. Again I say what can

you do —just make comfortable and console as best

you can. I think it is safe to say that disability can be

seen in two ways —- acceptance and non—

acceptance. By acceptance I do not mean being

blind to it, but seeing it as it is: a bad job, a rotten

thing to have happened yet there it is, it has to be

borne, and bear it we must if we are to have any

semblance of a life at all. If we fight against it how

much more shall we hurt ourselves, we go through

hell over it again and again, and at the end of it what

are we left with, but what we started with. We get

what I would call a double road open to us, one road

is bad enough but to have two we must be gluttons

for punishment! Yet I ask what makes people act

the way they do, what motivates their attitudes

towards their lives in general? Are we the product of

our environmental surroundings? Are we so

conditioned to the conditioning of the lives we had

before we came into care that we find adjusting to

its set up too difficult to contemplate? Others may

have lived in care so long, been subject to various

stages of change that have occurred in the homes

which they they have lived and have become

complacent, overwhelmed and embittered by their

lot, that they have just given up the struggle.

The changes that do occur in the homes are in

the main good, but some who are so deeply

entrenched in the homes do not want change at all.

But they have to see, from their conception and

inception into the world and reception into the next

world — if there is one — that everything is subject to

change.

You only need to look at the seasons, Spring,

Summer, Autumn and Winter, to see the changes;

each is in a state of suspended animation, as the

one dies, the next takes its place, so on, ad

infinitum. So it seems to me that we should not fear

the changes that occur. To me as one who finds it

hard to accept his lot in life, I know how you feel,

the cup of affliction is indeed heavy and bitter to the

taste. I know the questions you ask ”Why did it

happen to me? What have I done to desenre it? it is

so unfair, l have never enjoyed myself as others

have done, or perhaps that I enjoyed myself 'til this

thing happened to me.” The reasons, the whys and
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the wherefores, we have all asked and may continue

to ask; for the reasons some may turn to religion, to

the philosophical fields of thought. Instead of asking

the reasons why, ask "Why not? If it wasn't me it

would be someone else. l'm just as fit for this

trouble as the next person. Or perhaps this is the life

to which I was born." I always think of Hilary Pole,

who was so badly disabled; I remember a Songs of

Praise programme in which she asked for a favourite

hymn the line of which struck me 'Love that will not

let me go'. I think what she was trying to say was

that through love she was born and through the love

of God she was being kept alive and at death would

be taken again in love to the world beyond the

grave. Again you may say I have no religious or

philosophical bent, I am more of a practical person. I

say you can find expression through the things you

can do or if you cannot do anything, you can

observe, look and listen to all that is going on

around you if you only would take the time and

trouble to search for it. Searching for a way of life, a

way of lessening the tensions, the stresses and

strains of disablement could be seen as an

adventure. Again how well balanced and adjusted

one becomes in the home environment lies with the

individual, with their attitudes and efforts they put

into their process of living. Of course there will be

times of difficulty when all is going wrong, times of

pain and worry but like anything else these will pass,

try to be patient.

There are things which upset us all like the staff

not doing something for us, being offhand or being

impatient with us. We may dislike a certain trait

they have, but again in the next instant they do

something that cancels out the very thing we

disliked. Likewise we must seem the same to them,

so all in all it balances itself out. Let's go back to

what I said about searching for a way of life, I will

give a contrast of three people, one will sew, one

goes around with a bucket emptying waste bins and

the other will just sit in the corridor watching, taking

all in. Each is finding an expression for his own

needs. Personally I feel sorry for those who cannot

speak or who have difficulty in speaking, it seems to

me these people have so much to say, yet are not

able to communicate with anyone. I long to have

intelligent and good conversations with them. It

seems to me even with ordinary people to talk to,

the art of conversation is obscured. What I mean

with conversation is give and take, each expressing

views and comments with no—one hogging the floor,

each to have a say. I said at the beginning a world of

service and love, ofjoy and sorrow. The staff and

residents will pooh-pooh the word 'love'. The word

’love’ has so many connotations its avenues of

expression are endless and one can be lost in a

maze of thoughts. What I am referring to is that

feeling of wanting to help which is essential in this

type of work.

Much of this feeling is hidden or obscured but it’s

there all the same, it can be seen in all the little
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things, a kindness here and there, a seemingly

nothing—ness in itself. Put it all together and you'll

find a wonderful world of meaningful expressions.

Joy and sorrow to be happy for each other when

things go well and something pleasurable happens.

To be happy in the joy of others is a nice feeling to

have. Sorrow when things go ill or against the grain,

everything is so black, how can one console

another? It's so very hard to ease the burden of

anyone in need. Just help in a positive way and

leave it at that. Live your own life.

l

 

 

ENERGY

CRISIS
What price energy? For our seabirds. they all_

too often pay with their lives.

Oil spillage. poisoning. pollution.

intensive farming and thoughtless

development are all threats to the survival of

Britains birdlile.

The Royal Society for the Protection of

Birds exists to light lor the protection ol'

wild birds and the wild places where they

live....a light that can only continue

with your help.

Remember the birds in your will.

A legacy. however small. will

help us ensure that one ol' nature‘s

most marvellous gil'ts will be enjoyed by

generations to come.

Please help us protect those who

cannot protect themselves.

\\ So talk to your solicitor or

write l'or our explanatory leaflet to:

\ RSPBDept The Lodge.

RSPB Sandy. l’etls. Tel Sandy (0767) 8055l

PreparingaWill? Don’t forget the RS. [’B.

   

   

   

  

    



 

1 The Leonard Cheshire

Foundation

Registered as a Charity Number 218186

Leonard Cheshire Homes care for the severely and

permanently handicappedAthose for whom hospitals

can do nothing further. They are run as homes, and offer

the affection and freedom of ordinary family life, the

residents being encouraged to take whatever part they

can in the day—to—day running of the house and to

develop their remaining talents. Disabled people are

admitted according to need, irrespective of race, creed or

social status.

The Management of each Home is vested in a

Committee as representative as possible of the local

comm unity. The Leonard Cheshire Foundation (a

registered charity) is the Central Trust, and has ultimate

responsibility for all the Homes. lt owns all the property,

and acts as guarantor to the public that the individual

Homes are properly managed in conformity with the

general aims of the Foundation. Similar charitable Trusts

have been established to control the Homes overseas.

7 Market Mews, London W1Y 8HP

Telegrams, Cheshome, London, W1

Tel: 01 -499 2665

Founder: Group Capt. Leonard Cheshire, V.C., D.S.O.,

D.F.C.

Patrons:

The Rt. Hon. Lord Edmund—Davies, P.C.

The Rt. Hon. The Lord Denning, P.C.

Chairman: Sir Christopher Foxley-Norris, G.C.B., D.S.O.,

O.B.E., M.A.

Trustees: Peter Allot, Esq/D. Andrewes, Esq/Group Capt.

G. L. Cheshire, V.C., D.S.O., D.F.C./Lady Sue Ryder

Cheshire, C.M.G., O.B.E./R. E. Elliott, Esq/ Mrs P. K.

Farrell, J.P./D. Greig, Esq/Dr Wendy Greengross/G. Reid

Herrick Esq/J, H. lnskip, Esq., Q.C./B. R. Marsh, Esq/Sir

Henry Marking, K.C.V.O., C.B.E., M.C./Lady June

Onslow/M rs G. Pattie/D. M. Roe, Esq/Peter Rowley,

M.C./Mrs P. Rowntree/N. R. Trahair, Esq/J. V,Tindall,

Esq./ Mrs E. Topliss/H. Turner, Esq/P. Wade, Esq/R. B.

Weatherstone. Esp/B. Worthinoton, Eso.

Director: Mr. Arthur L. Bennett

Hon. Treasurer: Mr Peter Rowley, M.C.

Ass. Treasurer: Mrs M. Burkmar

Hon. Consultant MedicalAdv/ser: Dr B. Kiernander,

M.B., F.R.C.P.

Homes Counselling Service

Office: 7 Market Mews, London, W1Y 8HP

Head of Counselling & Training Service:

Mr. Harry Lowden

Counsellors: Mrs Gillian Corney, Mrs Alma Wise, Mr

Robert Hopkinson.

Information Officer: Mr. Wally Sullivan

Personnel & Industrial RelationsAdviser:

Mr. A. J. Keefe, F.|.P,M.

2 Sue Ryder Foundation

Registered as a Charity Number 222291

Sue Ryder Home, Cavendish, Suffolk C010 BAY

Founder: Sue Ryder, C.M.G., O.B.E.

Chairman: Mr H. N. Sporborg, C.M.G.

Honorary Councillors: Dr J. Apley, C.B.E., M.D., F.R.C.P.,

J.P.lGroup Captain G. L. Cheshire, V.C., D.S.O.,

D.F.C./Miss E. B. Clarke, C.V.O., M.A., B.Litt.(0xon),

J.P.lThe Rev. Sister J. Faber/Mr John Priest, J.P.lSue

Ryder, C.M.G., O.B.E./Mr J. W. Steed/Mr'John L.

Stevenson, F.C.S., A.C.|.S., F.T.|.|.

The Sue Ryder Foundation was established by Miss

Ryder during the Post War Years, after she had been

doing relief work on the Continent. Its purpose was—and

still is—the relief of suffering on a wide scale by means of

personal service, helping the needy, sick and disabled

everywhere, irrespective of age, race or religion and thus

serving as a Living Memorial to all who underwent

persecution or died in defence of human values,

especially during the two World Wars. Sue Ryder Homes

care for the sick and needy of all ages, including children,

and principally for the incurably sick and disabled, the

homeless and those others for whom the general

hospitals can do no more and who have no suitable place

to go.

There are Sue Ryder Homes/Hospitals in Britain and

overseas.

3 The Mission for the

Relief of Suffering

Registered as a Charity Number 235988

Founders: Sue Ryder, C.M.G., O.B.E., and Leonard

Cheshire, V.C., 0.8.0., D.F.C., in association with Mother

Teresa of Calcutta.

President: Mrs Lakshmi Pandit.

Secretary: Ronald Travers.

The Mission was founded by Sue Ryder and Leonard

Cheshire for the principal purpose of pioneering new

projects which, although fulfilling a clear need and in

keeping with their general aims and objects, would

probably not be undertaken by either of their respective

organisations. Four such projects are:

Raphael, The Ryder-Cheshire International Centre,

P.O. Box 157 Dehra Dun, Up. India

caring for a total of some 300 people in need.

Raphael comprises a colony for burnt out leprosy

cases, a Home for severely mentally retarded children,

the ”Little White House” for destitute orphaned children

and a small hospital with two separate wings, one for

general nursing and the other for the treatment of T8. In

addition, Raphael operates a Mobile TB and Leprosy

Clinic in the Tehri, Garhwal area of the Himalayan

foothills. There is a Cheshire Home in Dehra Dun itself, so

Raphael is not able to appeal locally for funds. With effect

from June 1976 responsibility for its financial upkeep has

been taken over by the Ryder-Cheshire Foundation of

Australia and New Zealand. The administration is in the

hands of a General Council under the Chairmanship of

Lt/Gen. S. P. Bhatia, O.B.E. (Retd.).
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Gabriel, St. Thomas' Mount, Madras, South India

A training Unit for leprosy and non—leprosy patients who

are living on their own in Madras but are incapable,

through lack of a trade, of obtaining work. Financial

responsibility is shared between India and Ryder—

Cheshire Support Groups in the United Kingdom.

Chairman of Governing Council: L. N azareth.

Ryder—Cheshire Films, Cavendish, Suffolk

This Unit produces films and video—tape programmes

about the work of the two Foundations.

Details of these productions available on request.

Raphael Pilgrimages

A Pilgrimage to Lourdes is arranged annually for those

chronically ill and permanently handicapped people,

many of whom would not be accepted on other

pilgrimages, and willing helpers.

Leader of Pilgrimages: Gilbert Thompson,

23, Whitley Wood Road, Reading, Berks.

Cheshire Homes in Britain

Residents telephone numbers in brackets.

ENGLAND

Avon

Greenhill House, Timsbury, near Bath BA3 1ES.

Timsbury 70533 (70866).

Bedfordshire

Agate House Cheshire Home, Worbun Street, Ampthill,

Bedfordshire. Ampthill 403247 (404470).

Buckinghamshire

Chiltern Cheshire Home, 27 North Park, Gerrards Cross

SL9 8JT. Gerrards Cross 861 70 (84572).

Cheshire

The Hill, Newcastle Road, Sandbach CW11 0J8.

Sandbach 2341 (2508).

Cleveland

Marske Hall, Marske—by—the~Sea, Redcar, Cleveland

TS11 6AA. Redcar 2672.

Cornwall

St. Teresa's, Long Rock, Penzance, Marazion 710336

(710365).

Cumbria

Lake District Cheshire Home, Holehird, Windermere

LA231NR.Windermere 2500 (387).

Derhyshire

Green Gables, Wingfield Road, Alfreton DE5 7AN.

Alfreton 3610.

Devon

Cann House, Tamerton Foiiot, Plymouth PL5 4LE.

Plymouth 771742 (772645).

Douglas House, Douglas Avenue, Brixham T05 QEL.

Brixham 6333/4.

Forches House Cheshire Home, Victoria Road,

Barnstaple. Barnstaple 75202.

Dorset

The Grange, 2 Mount Road, Parkstone, Poole.

Parkstone 740188 (740272).

James Burn House, Leonard Cheshire Home, Greenways

Avenue, Bournemouth.

Bournemouth 523182 (515397).

Durham

Murray House, St. Cuthbert's Avenue, Blackhill, Shotley

Bridge, Consett DH8 0LT. Consett 50400 (502363).

Essex

Seven Rivers, Great Bromley, Nr. Colchester CO7 71T.

Colchester 230345 (230463).
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Gloucestershire

Cotswold Cheshire Home, Overton Road, Cheltenham

GL50 BBN. Cheltenham 52569.

Hampshire

Le Court, Greatham, Liss GU33 6HL.

Blackmoor 364(229).

Hereford and Worcester

The Saltways Cheshire Home, Church Road, Webheath,

Redditch B97 5PD. 0527—44462 (43208).

Hertfordshire

Hertfordshire Cheshire Home, St. John’s Road, Hitchin

$94 SDD. Hitchin 52460 (52458).

Isle of Wight

Appley Cliff, Popham Road, Shanklin P037 6R6.

Shanklin 2193

Kent

Chipstead Lake Cheshire Home, Chevening Road,

Chipstead, Sevenoaks, KentTN13 25D. 0732—59510

(51855).

Mote House, Mote Park, Maidstone ME15 8N6.

Maidstone 37911 (38417).

St. Cecilia's, 32 Sundridge Avenue, Bromley BR1 2PZ.

01—460 8377 (7179).

Seven Springs, Pembury Road, Tunbridge Wells

TN2 4NB. Tunbridge Wells 31138 and 33522 (20130).

Lancashire

Honresfeld, Blackstone Edge Road, Littleborough,

Littleborough 78627 (78065).

Oaklands, Dimples Lane, Barnacre—with—Bounds, near

Garstang, Preston PR31UA.Garstang 2290 (3624).

Leicestershire

Roecliffe Manor, Woodhouse Eaves, Loughborough

LE 1 2 8TN. Woodhouse Eaves 890250.

Staunton Harold, Ashby—de—la-Zouch, LE6 5RT.

Melbourne Derby 2571 (2387).

Lincolnshire

Hovenden House, Fleet, Spalding PE12 8LP.

Holbeach 23037 (23241).

London

Athol House, 138 College Road, London SE1 9 1XE.

01—670 3740 (6770).

Merseyside

Freshfields Leonard Cheshire Home, College Avenue,

Formby, Liverpool L37 1LE. Formby 70119.

Springwood House, Cheshire Home, Springwood Avenue,

Liverpool L25 7UW. 051—427 7345 (5400).

Middlesex

Arnold House, 66 The Ridgeway, Enfield, Middlesex

EN2 8JA.O1—3631660(01—363 0750).

Norfolk

The Grove, East Carleton, Norwich NR14 8HP.

Mulbarton 70279.

Northumberland

Matfen Hall, Matfen, Newcastle-upon-Tyne NE20 OH H.

Stamfordham 212 (383).

Nottinghamshire

Holme Lodge, Julian Road, West Bridgford, Nottingham

NGZ 5A0. Nottingham 869002.

The Dukeries Cheshire Home, Hospital Road, Retford.

Retford 705765.

Oxfordshire

Greenhill House, 'i’wyford, Banbury 0X17 3JB..

Banbury 810679 (810667).

John Masefield Cheshire Home, Burcot Brook, Burcot,

Oxfordshire OX 14 3D P. Oxford 340324 (340130).

Somerset

St. Michael's, Axbridge 8826 2DW. Axbridge 732358.

 



South Humberside

Stonecroft House, Barnetby ND38 GYD. Barnetby 344

(699).

Surrey

Harts Leap Children's Home, Harts Leap Road, Sandhurst,

near Camberley, Crowthorne 2599.

Hydon Hill, Clock Barn Lane, Hydon Heath, near

Godalming. Hascombe 383.

Sussex

Heatherley, Effingham Lane, Copthorne, Crawley RHIO

3H8. Copthorne 712232 (712735).

St. Bridget's, The Street, East Preston, Littlehampton.

Rustington 3988 (70755).

West Midlands

Greenacres, 39 Vesey Road, Sutton Coldfield, West

Midlands B73 5NR. 021-354 7753 (7960).

St. Anthony's, Stourbridge Road, Wolverhampton WV4

5N0. 0902—893056.

Wiltshire

Greathouse, Kington Langley, Chippenham.

Kington Langley 235 (327).

Yorkshire

Alne HaII, Alne, York Y06 2JA. Tollerton 295.

Beechwood, Bryan Road, Edgerton, Huddersfield HDZ

2AH. Huddersfield 29626 (22813).

Champion House, Clara Drive, Calverley, Pudsey L828

5P0. Bradford 612459 (613642).

Kenmore, 100 Whitecliffe Road, Cleckheaton BD19 3BR.

Cleckheaton 872904.

Mickley Hall, Mickley Lane, Totley, Sheffield S17 4H E.

Sheffield 367936 (365709).

Spofforth Hall, Harrogate HG3 18X. Spofforth 284 (287).

White Windows, Sowerby Bridge, Halifax HX6 1BH.

Halifax 31981 (32173).

SCOTLAND

Dumfries

CarnsaIIoch House, Kirkmahoe, Dumfries DG1 1SN.

Dumfries 4924.

Edinburgh

Mayfield House, East Trinity Road, Edinburgh EH5 3PT.

031552 2037 (4157).

WALES

Clvvyd

Dolywern, Pontfadog, Llangollen LL20 7B R. Glyn

Ceiriog 303.

Eithinog, Old Highway, Upper Coiwyn Bay LL28 5YA.

Colwyn Bay 2404 (30047).

Dyfed

Coomb, Llangynog, Carmarthen SA33 5H P. Llanstephan

292 (310).

Gwent

Llanhennock Cheshire Home, Llanhennock, near Caerleon

NP6 1LT. Caerleon 420045 (420676).

South Glamorgan

Danybryn, Radyr, Cardiff CF4 8AJ. Radyr 842237

(842335).

HOMES FOR PSYCHIATRIC AFTER—CARE

London

Miraflores, i50—154Worple Road, Wimbledon SW20.

01—946 5058.

Gaywood, 30 The Downs, Wimbledon SW20. 01—946

9493.

Nicholas House, 3 Old Nichol Street, Bethnal Green E2.

01—739 5165 (9298).

Hutchings House Cheshire Home. 32 Hillingdon Road,

Uxbridge, Middlesex. Uxbridge 54815.

MENTALLV HANDICAPPED CHILDREN

Cheshire

The Green, Christleton, near Chester. Chester 35503.

Cumbria

The Garthwaite, Community Cheshire Home, 21 Kendal

Green, Kendal LA9 5PN. Kendal 23396.

Dorset

Buckfield House, Lyme Regis.

Fairfield House, Lyme Regis DT7 3H H. Lyme Regis 2487.

Hawthorn Lodge, Hawthorn Road, Dorchester.

Dorchester 3403.

Special Services

Leonard Cheshire Homes wing for G.L.C. Flats: (care

service only) Cheshire Estate, 1 Barstow Crescent,

3O Palace Road, Tulse Hill, London SW2.

Tel: 01—671 2288.

Flats for couples, one of whom is disabled:

Robin House, St. John's Road, Hitchin, Herts.

Disabled Students accommodation:

Taylor House, 16 Osler Road, Headington, Oxford.

Oxford 68620.

Training Centre:

Cheshire Foundation Service Corps, Study Centre,

Le Court, Liss, Hants. Tel: Blackmoor 421.

THE LEONARD CHESHIRE

FOUNDATION INTERNATIONAL

International Director: Ronald Travers

3 Market Mews, London W1Y 8HP. Tel: 01—499 2267.

Argentina

Hogares Cheshire para Lisiados Casilla de Correo 896,

BUENOS AIRES.

Bangladesh

The Cheshire Homes Bangladesh, 14/E Road 17,

Bonani Model Town, PO. Box 2342, DACCA 2.

The Cheshire Homes Bangladesh, C—53 Road 6,

Bonani ModelTown, PO. Box 2342, DACCA 2.

Barbados

Thelma Vaughan Memorial Home, The Glebe,

St. George.

Brazil

The Cheshire Home, Rua 7 de Abril 252, 12, SAO PAOLO

Canada

Ashby House Cheshire Home, 78 Springhurst Avenue,

TORONTO _

Carey House Cheshire Home, PO. Box 985, Oakville,

ONTARIO

Clarendon Foundation (Cheshire Home) Inc.,

21 a Vaughan Road,Toronto, Ontario

C.O.R.D.l. Home, 1604 Pullen Street, OTTAWA, KIG.ON7

The Durham Region Cheshire Homes, 829 Simcoe Street,

N. Oshawa, ONTARIO

McLeod Home, 11 LowtherAvenue,TORONTO

Peel Cheshire Home, 361 Queen Street, Streetsville,

Mississauga, ONTARIO

Quinte Cheshire Home, 246 John Street, BELLEVILLE,

Ontario

Saskatoon Cheshire Home, 314 Lake Crescent,

Saskatoon, Saskatchewan

“London, Nova Scotia,Toronto

 

 

   



 

 
 

Chile

Santiago Cheshire Home, Hogares Fundacion Cheshire

de la Esperanza, Casilla 4087, SANTIAGO

Concepcion Cheshire Home, Hogares Fundacion

Cheshire de la Esperanza, Casilla 741, CONCEPCION

Ethiopia

The Cheshire Home, PO Box 3427, ADDIS ABABA (C)

The Cheshire Clinic, PO Box 1383, ASMARA (C)

The Gighessa Cheshire Home, PO Box 29,

SHASHAMANE

France

Foyer Cheshire, FONTAINE FRANCAISE 21610

Grenada

Father Hilarion Cheshire Home, Mount Rodney,

ST. PATRICK

Guyana

The Cheshire Home for Spastic Children, Mahaica

Hospital, E. C. DEMARARA (C)

Hong Kong

The Cheshire Home, PO Box 5061, HONG KONG

India

The Cheshire Home, H. A. L. Road, BANGALORE 17

The Cheshire Home, Opp. Buddhev Colony, Kareli Baug,

BARODA

Bethlehem House, Mahakali Caves Road, Andheri,

BOMBAY 69

The Cheshire Home, (Asansol) Dt. Burdwan, BURNPUR,

W. Bengal

Serampore Cheshire Home, ”Bishop's House"

51 Chowringhee Road, CALCU'I'l'A 16

Tollygunge Cheshire Home, Tollygunge, CALCUTTA

Cheshire Home, Sowripalayam Road, COIMBATORE,

641028

"Anbu Nilayam", The Cheshire Home, COVELONG,

Chingleput Dt.

Govind Bhavan Cheshire Home, 16 Pritam Road, DEHRA

DUN

Rustomji P. Patel Cheshire Home, c/o Telco Ltd.,

JAM SHEDPUR

”Vishranti Illam” Cheshire Home, KATPADI Township.

Vellore 632006, N.A.Dt.

The Cheshire Home, Towers Lane, Kankanady,

MANGALORE 2

The Cheshire Home, Balamore Road, NAGERCOIL

629001.

Delhi Cheshire Home, c/o C-1/33 Safdarjang Dev. Area,

NEW DELHI 16

Meathmag Cheshire Home, PO Box 10, RANCHI

Lucknow“

Cheshire Home, Thoppur 8.0. (via) MADURAl—625006.

India

The Leonard Cheshire Home, Kuravankonam,

TRIVANDRUM 3

Indonesia

Wisma Cheshire Home, PO Box 3018 JAKARTA

Ireland

Ardeen, Shillelagh, Co. Wicklow, EIRE

Rathfredagh House, Cheshire Home, Newcastle West,

Co. Limerick, EIRE

St. Laurence Cheshire Home, Lota Park, GIanmire,

Co. Cork, EIRE

St. Patrick’s Cheshire Home, Tullow, Co. Carlow, EIRE

Cara Cheshire Home, Phoenix Park, DUBLIN 20

The Barrett Cheshire Home, 21 Herbert Street, DUBLIN

The O’Dwyer Cheshire Home, Lismirrane, Boholo,

CO. MAYO
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Jamaica

Jamaica Cheshire Home, PO Box 80, KINGSTON 11

Kenya

Dagoretti Childrens' Centre, P.O. Box 24758, Nairobi

The Limuru Cheshire Home, PO. Box 325, LIMURU,

Nairobi

Likoni Cheshire Home, PO. Box 83094, MOMBASA

Malaysia

Johore Cheshire Home, Jalan Jamaat, Kanpong Ungku

Mohsin,JAHORE BAHRU

Sarawak Cheshire Horne, Ridgeway Road, Kuching,

SARAWAK

Rumah ’Amal Cheshire Selangor, 7% Mile Jalan Ipoh,

Batu Caves, SELANGOR

Sabah Cheshire Home, Peti Surat, 1271 Kota Kinabalu,

SABAH

Penang Cheshire Home, Rumah 'Amal Cheshire Pulan

Pinang, Babington Avenue, PENANG

Mauritius

Tamarin Cheshire Home, Tamarin, FLOREAL

Morocco

Foyer Koutoubia, Parvis de la Koutoubia,

MARRAKECH (C)

Dar el Hanaa, 3 Place des Aloes, Marshan, TANGIER (C)

Nigeria

Cheshire Home Enugu, 1 Adelaba Street, ENUGU (C)

Oluyole Cheshire Home, PO Box 1425, IBADAN (C)

Cheshire Home Lagos, 91 Agege Road, Mushin, LAGOS

STATE (C)

Cheshire Home Orlu, Ubqu-Theojiofor, OR LU, E.C.S. (C)

Cheshire Home, PO Box 365, Churchill Road,

PORT HARCOURT (C)

Papua and New Guinea

The Cheshire Home, PO Box 1306, ,Boroko, PAPUA (CM)

The Philippines

The Sinag—Tala Home for Men, Carmel Subdivision,

c/o Mr. Regio Sapida, End of Congressional Road,

Project 8, QUEZON CITY

Sinag-Tala Home for Women, 74 Grants Street, c/o Miss

Lily Zamora, G.S.I.S. Village, Project 8, QUEZON CITY

Kakayahan Home, Road 13, Corner 22, c/o Mr.

Francisco Mariano, Urduja Village, Caloocan Boundary,

QUEZON CITY

Bukang Liwayway Home, No. 7 Molave Street,

c/o Mr. Jose Merillo, Project 3, QUEZON CITY

Pangarap Home, 31 Paraiso St., c/o Mr. John Antonio,

80. San Agustin, Novaliches, QUEZON CITY

Bamay Mapagmamal, National Orthopaedic Hospital,

c/o Sr. Roos Catry ICM, Banawe St., QUEZON CITY

Liwanag-Home, Sum akwel Street, c/o Sr. Teresita

Aranda ICM, Urduja Village, Novaliches, QUEZON

CITY

Biyaya Home, No. 7 St. Michael St., c/o Sr. Marieke

Gielkens ICM, Cubao, QUEZON CITY

St. Vincent de Paul Home for the Disabled, Our Lady of

the Candelaria Chapel, Parish of Nuestra Senora de

Gracia, J.P. Rizal St., (Nr. Gonzales Street), Guadalupe,

Makati, METRO MANILA

Bamay Kasipagan, Caloocan, NR. MANILA

Tahanang Walang Hagdanan, First Regional House with

N0 Steps, Governor Pack Road, BAGUIO CITY 0201

Portugal

Lar Da Boa Vontade, Rua Joao Da Silva 3,

CARCAVELOS PORT

Seychelles

Dr. Hermitte House Cheshire Home, Mont Royal,

Victoria, MAHE

 

 



 

Sierra Leone

Sir Milton Cheshire Home, PO Box 150, BO. (C)

The Cheshire Home, PO Box 916,18 Race Course Road,

FREETOWN (C) ,

Singapore

The Singapore Cheshire Home, Room 2—E, 2nd Floor,

Singapore Council of Social Service Building,

11 Panang Lane, SINGAPORE

South Africa

Cheshire Home for Handicapped Adults, Eric Miles

House, 20 Corsair Road, Sanddrift, MILNERTON 7405

Chatsworth Cheshire Home, No. 74, Road 217, Bayview,

Chatsworth 4092, DURBAN

Oueensburgh Cheshire Home, 890 Old Main Road,

Moseley, Queensburgh, Durban, NATAL

Anne Harding Cheshire Home, Randburg, TRANSVAAL

Summerstrand Cheshire Home, PO Box 13148,

Summerstrand, PORT ELIZABETH 6013

Spain

Hogar de la Amistad, Calle Benedetti No, 80,

BARCELONA 17

Hogar de la Amistad, Calle Sugranes N0. 103, Bajos,

Sants, BARCELONA 2

Hogar de la Amistad, Avenida de Navarra 68,4,4a,

Masnou, BARCELONA 3

Hogares Cheshire de Espana, C/n de Vinateros 127 7 B,

Moratalez, MADRID 30

Sri Lanka

The Wester Seaton Cheshire Home, NEGOMBO

Sir James and Lady Peiris Cheshire Home, 17 Siripala

Road, MOUNT LAVINlA

Matale Cheshire Home, MATALE

Sudan

The Cheshire Home, PO Box 801, KHARTOUM (C)

Thailand

Siri~Wattana Cheshire Home Bangping, 25 Chitlom Lane,

BANGKOK 5

Cheshire Home Rangsit, 25 Chitlom Lane, BANGKOK 5

The Siri Wattana Cheshire Home, San Pee Suea,

CHIANG MAI

Trinidad

The Cheshire Home, St. Andrews Gardens, SAN

FERNANDO

Uganda

Buluba Cheshire Home, PO Box 151, BULUBA, Iganga

Cheshire Home for Paraplegics, PO Box 6890.

KAM PALA

U.S.A.

Enquiries tozThe Leonard Cheshire Foundation, Inc.,

1211 ConnecticutAvenue, N.W., Suite 600,

WASHINGTON, DC. 20036

Cheshire Homes in Santa Cruz County, Inc, PO Box

1334, Santa Cruz, CALIFORNIA 85061”

Mississippi Cheshire Homes of Harrison County, Inc.,

PO Box 597, Gulfport, MISSISSIPPI 39501

Cheshire Home, Inc, One Madison Avenue, Madison,

N EW JERSEY O7940*

Cheshire House of Broome County, NEW YORK"

Venezuela

Hogares Cheshire de Venezuela, 41a Avenida de

Campo Alegre No.24, CARACAS

Zambia

The Cheshire Home, 10a Twin Palm Road, LUSAKA (C)

*Homes in preparation. (C) for disabled children.

(CM) for Mentally retarded children.
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it Our ready-made Tombola Sets for your Carnival, Garden

Party, Fete, Gala, Dance, etc. will make you more, more

quickly, because supa soft toys with star prizes display

wonderfully well, are immensely attractive and have instant

appeaL

* All are made with top quality fur fabrics to the latest BSl

and EEC safety standards and are sealed individually in

cellophane bags. Delivery is free.

i 40 Prizes per 1,000 tickets to make you a surplus of at

least £50 per £100 of takings. Save all the worry and hard

work of ’appealing' for gift prizes.

* Sets include quick-opening numbered tickets correctly

No tearing crimped edges, they open instantly, so no messy

litter problems.

it Nothing to paykuntil after your event has taken place. Full

are the rule.

for charitable or good causes —

AT CONSIDERABLY LESS

THAN WHOLESALE PRICES

for colour photographs and full details to:—

O & P SERVICES

Dept. CS. P.0. Box. No. 197

3 The Parsonage,

Manchester M60 6DH

Tel: 061—834 7565/8376

Visitors welcome. See our toy display.

and complete satisfaction. 

iER

printed for your cause to comply with the 1976 Lotteries Act.

cash refund for any unused toys returned, but fast sell»outs

The full range of supa soft toys covers over

200 items any of which may be purchased —

Write, on your official letter-heading please,

As the Sole Concessionaire (Charitable at Good Causes)

for supa soft toys we promise you prompt, personal service  
  

     

     

     

   

       

   

  

  

   

  

    

   

  

   

  

  

   

  

       

  

  

  

    

    

  

 

   

  

 

   

   

     


